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Abstract 
     Currently, food processing industry is driven by several requirements. This 
requirement includes ensuring safety, meeting quality standard and customer 
expectation and reducing production cost to be competent in market. To achieve 
this requirement they have to operate at optimum process conditions all the time. 
In food processing, due to the nature of the process, it is difficult to find and 
operate at the best conditions solely by experience.  

The Ethiopia food industry is no coping up with such requirement due cost 
of optimization and low level of education of works operating in the production 
system. Thus, it is necessary modeling of the process or part of the process to 
capture the relation of between important process parameters and use the model to 
control and improve the process better.  In addition, it is found necessary to make 
the model accessible for the operators working in Ethiopian industry. Using 
artificial neural network method is found to be very good modeling to tool to solve 
food engineering problems. 

In this thesis, therefore, artificial neural network method is used to model 
and tested for selected food industry engineering problems, specifically, water 
activity prediction, predictive food microbiology and control chart pattern 
recognition. The model is enclosed in interactive software so that it could also be 
used by people that do not have sophisticated mathematical and technical skills. 
The result obtained for all problems shows that neural network modeling can be 
used to model food process and to predict food process parameters with sufficient 
accuracy. 
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1.1  Background 
 
Food and beverage industries are the dominant industries in Ethiopia. Currently most 
of these industries are not competent with food industries abroad in many aspects 
such as meeting standard quality specification, fulfilling demands and customer 
expectation, ensuring safety and reducing production cost. 
This is due to several reasons. To mention some 

• Use of outdated production  technology 
• Lack of expertise. 
• Poor production management and weak process control    
         mechanism. 
• Use of static alarm set, which is a setback for optimization. 
• Poor understanding of their process conditions etc… 

 
To solve these and other problems and to make the industry competent and profitable, 
the current working paradigm must be changed. That would require improving the 
production technology.  they have to operate at the best process condition that ensure 
safety, meet quality specification and marginalized their profit to the maximum level 
all the time.  Getting this process conditions for food processor only by experience is 
very difficult. This is because food processing involves many variables which are out 
of the circle of influence of food industry or difficult to control. In addition, most of 
food processing is batch and semi batch which means run to run variation is 
unavoidable or difficult to avoid , plus food process is highly non linear and dynamic.  
To solve this problem food processors have to use a suitable modeling methods to 
simulate the response of the system , operating conditions parameters and to predict 
outputs  in all conditions.  
 
 

  1.2. Modeling methods in Food industry 
 
  There are several methods of modeling methods. The following are the most commonly 
  used methods: Mechanistic and Empirical Modeling; Polynomial Regression; Numerical  
  Methods; and Neural network. Mechanistic and empirical modeling use large number of 

       hapter 1 
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  variables and require theoretical knowledge; polynomial regression has limitations in  
  handling non-continuous properties which is common in food processing. Numerical 
  Method also requires understanding of a very nature of the process to model point by  
  point. Moreover, as the number of variables increases its computational cost is  
  unbearable and developing, using and modifying the model requires good knowledge of  
  programming language. On the other hand Artificial Neural network, comparatively, is  
  the easiest and powerful modeling methods for highly non linear and dynamic problems  
  that are found in food processing. This type of modeling requires data collected in all  
  possible situations for training and validating. That makes it ideal modeling tools in  
  data arid  food processing industry.  
  

Neural network is a modeling methods which can be developed by interconnecting 
many computational units and is capable of learning the relationship between dependent 
and independent variables in a given data sets by adjusting its internal parameters. It has 
a capability to approximate both linear and non linear problems even in a system 
difficult to relate analytically merely from representative data sets. Because of this the 
use of neural network, in the last two decades, in food and allied industry has been 
increased. And the research to increase the efficiency and to find all possible potential 
application areas in this industry is a continued interest. Therefore, in this thesis, it will 
be used as modeling method to establish relation between food industry process 
parameters, and demonstrate potential its applications in solving food engineering 
problems. 

 
 

1.3. Problem of statement  
 
Ethiopian food industry cannot equip itself with sophisticated process parameters data 
acquisition facilities. The technical personnel in the industry work usually without 
industrial process knowledge and have difficult correlation process performance with 
measurable process parameter values. The industry needs research that overcome this 
gap: correlate process limited data of some measurable parameters that may be used to 
evaluate the performance of the industry, address lacking the technical and scientific 
skills of the personnel and optimize or improve the process at least cost possible. 
Artificial neural network proved to be important modeling tools to establish relation 
between process parameters where there is no defined mechanistic relation. Most of the 
software available on the market needs specific programming language background to 
develop model using artificial neural network, to train the technical personnel how to 
use them in solving real engineering problem. Most technical personnel in food 
industry however come from different background and some with no/limited 
programming knowledge.  Thus, even if the model is developed, using the model for 
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different applications and to modify the program to integrate with process or to localize 
its interface to be understood by most of the technical personnel would be difficult.  
Thus, it is necessary to develop software that enclosed the model so that it can easily 
understood and applied  effectively in food and allied process industry by all staff with 
limited scientific and programming knowledge.  

 
 

1.4. Objectives  
 

1.4.1. General Objectives 
The main objective of this thesis is to develop models using artificial neural network 
that relate process parameters in food industry and show the applications of neural 
network for solving food engineering problems using selected food problems.   

 
  1.4.2. Specific Objectives 

 
  The specific objectives are:  

- Developing artificial neural network model for selected process 
parameters and problems; 

- Developing interactive and user friendly software that can easily be 
used for training, tasting and applying  in the industry by common 
operators;  

- Demonstration of the application of artificial neural network model in 
predicting common food processing problems using selected problems. 

 
1.5.  Thesis Organization 

  
This thesis covers neural network applications in food engineering areas for 
classification and regression problems. It has Seven chapters including this introduction 
and the final chapter, the conclusion.  
 
Chapter 2: Litreture Review:  Presents the basic ideas and techniques of neural 
networks. It discusses different type of learning method and training algorithm used in 
developing neural network software, and discusses the major application types and 
variety of food process application areas where neural network is successfully applied. 

   Chapter 3: Methodologies: this chapter is about methods, data and software used for 
this  
   research and goals and strategies that set for this thesis. 
 Chapter 4: Is step by step guide to develop neural network model using the software 
designed by   the author. 
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Chapter 5: This chapter shows applications of Neural network in regression problem 
modeling using two case studies, water activity prediction and growth rate prediction for 
Listeria monocytogenes. 
Chapter 6: shows neural network application for classification problem and control chart 
pattern recognition is used for case studies. 
Chapter 7: This is the conclusion part. This chapter discusses the result obtained, the 
performance and potential applications of neural network software and suggests future 
work to be done. 
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2.1.   Modeling methods in Food industry 
There are several methods of modeling methods. The following are the most commonly 
used methods: Mechanistic and Empirical Modeling; Polynomial Regression; 
Numerical Methods; and Neural network. 
 
2.1.1. Mechanistic and Empirical Modeling Methods 
These types of Modeling require understanding of physical, chemical and biological 
properties of food.  And once the model is developed it is static and requires additional 
work to modify regularly. In addition, due to the complexity of the modeling methods 
the numbers of variables that can be used are limited usually less than three and requires 
advanced process knowledge to interpret them. So because of this limitation it is not 
suitable to apply these types of modeling for simulating food process. 
 
2.1.2. Polynomial Regression 
Polynomial regression is usually used to model non-linear problem and is relatively 
easy to model, to modify and top use in real problem solving. However, polynomial 
regression has limitations in handling non-continuous properties which usually happens 
in food processing. 
 
2.1.3. Numerical Methods 
Numerical methods are usually used to visualize the response of a given process at 
different conditions. Its approximation capability is very good for both linear and non-
linear problems but it requires understanding of a very nature of the process to model 
point by point. In addition, as the number of variables increases its computational cost is 
unbearable and developing, using and modifying the model requires programming 
language. On the current situation of Ethiopian food processor, again, this method is 
very difficult to apply for online process parameters prediction. Because, this type of 
modeling is designed for specific conditions and is static once it is designed which 
makes it unsuitable for adapting the model for prediction of continuously changing food 
process parameters. 
 
 
 

 

       hapter 2 
 Literature Review C
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2.1.4. Artificial Neural network 
Neural network is a learning algorithm which extracts the relation between input and 
output parameters from past data. It has been proven by many researchers for its 
capability of modeling highly non-linear and dynamic problems merely from training 
data sets.  Modifying of an existing model only requires retraining of the model with 
current data sets. Comparatively, it is the easiest and powerful modeling methods for 
such highly non linear and dynamic problems like in food processing. This type of 
modeling is it requires data collected in all possible situations for training and 
validating. That makes it fit well to food industry processing problem modeling. 
Because, food processor collects process data as their daily activity and this is not a 
problem. The problem is how to extract the information from this huge amount of data 
sets. This makes neural network is an ideal modeling methods for data arid food and 
allied industries. This is because artificial neural network is extracting the hidden 
information about the interaction and relationship between processes parameters from 
past data sets collected on similar conditions. Since, industries have data collected from 
several operations which possibly shows every possible condition with natural 
distribution of process parameters. This means neural network model trained with this 
data possibly has good prediction accuracy. 

 
2.2.  Artificial neural network: Basic Concepts    

 
Mankind has always been interested in how the human brain actually works. From the 
ancient Greek philosophers to contemporary researchers, many attempts have been 
made to make a model of the human brain. However, it is not yet possible. The human 
brain is a very powerful instrument for all kinds of tasks, from vision and hearing to 
steering the muscles. Probably the most interesting feature is its capability to learn and 
to anticipate new tasks. Therefore, by modeling the brain using some artificial model, 
for example by a computer simulation, one might obtain this same functionality. 
Apparently this research does not aim at understanding the working of the human brain, 
but instead take advantage of the models which simulate the brain's functionality and 
apply them in solving engineering problems. We are interested in models which are able 
to learn and even generalize, i.e. able to cope with new environments. These models 
which are artificially constructed models in a computer environment are referred to as 
artificial neural network models. An artificial neural network is an emulation of 
biological neural system.  
 

2.2.1   Biological Aspect of Neural Networks  
 
The human brain contains approximately 1011  neurons (1011 is around 20 times the 
current world’s population and the estimated number of stars in our galaxy).  Each of 
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these neurons consists of a cell body (soma), dendrites, synapses and axon as   shown in 
Figure 2.1. 
 
The cell body can generate electrical activity in the form of a voltage pulse called an 
action potential (AP) or electrical spike. The axon carries the action potential from the 
cell body to the synapses where chemical molecules, called neurotransmitters, are then 
released. These diffuse across the synapse gap to the dendrite at the other side of the 
synapse and modify the dendrite’s .According to the Predominant type of 
neurotransmitter presented at the synapse, the membrane Potential of the dendrite is 
increased (an excitatory synapse) or decreased (an inhibitory synapse). These signals 
received by the dendrites from many different neurons are then sent to the cell body 
where they are, roughly speaking, averaged. If this average over a short time interval is 
above a certain threshold, the neuron "fires", i.e. the cell body generates an action 
potential that is then transmitted by its axon to other neurons. 

 

2.2.2 How the Human Brain Learns? 

A powerful property of the brain is its ability to learn. Brains learn. Of course. From 
what we know of neuronal structures, one way brains learn is by altering the strengths 
of connections between neurons, and by adding or deleting connections between 
neurons. Furthermore, they learn "on-line", based on experience, and typically without 
the benefit of a benevolent teacher.  

 

Fig 2-1 Schematic of Biological neuron 
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The efficacy of a synapse can change as a result of experience, providing both memory 
and learning through long-term potentiation. One way this happens is through release of 
more neurotransmitter. Many other changes may also be involved, for example, by 
modifying the synaptic connections the brain is able to learn new tasks or to cope with a 
loss of function elsewhere in the brain.  

2.2.3 From Human Neurons to Artificial Neurons 

When creating a functional model of the biological neuron, there are three basic 
components of importance. First, the synapses of the neuron are modeled as weights. 
The strength of the connection between an input and a neuron is noted by the value of 
the weight. Negative weight values reflect inhibitory connections, while positive values 
designate excitatory connections [Haykin]. The next two components model the actual 
activity within the neuron cell. An adder sums up all the inputs modified by their 
respective weights. This activity is referred to as linear combination. Finally, an 
activation function controls the amplitude of the output of the neuron. An acceptable 
range of output is usually between 0 and 1, or -1 and 1. 

Mathematically, this process is described in the figure below: 

 

wk0      x0 

wk1 

∑  

wkp 

• .  
• . 
• . 

 

• . 
• . 
• . 
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  From this model the interval activity of the neuron can be shown to be:  

                        

 

The output of the neuron,  yk , would therefore be the outcome of some activation 
function on the value of  vk. 

   2.2.3.1 Activation functions 

As mentioned previously, the activation function acts as a squashing function, such that 
the output of a neuron in a neural network is between certain values (usually 0 and 1, or 
-1 and 1). In general, there are three types of activation functions, denoted by Φ(.) . 
First, there is the Threshold Function which takes on a value of 0 if the summed input is 
less than a certain threshold value (θk), and the value 1 if the summed input is greater 
than or equal to the threshold value. 

 

     
Secondly, there is the Piecewise-Linear function. This function again can take on the 
values of 0 or 1, but can also take on values between that depending on the 
amplification factor in a certain region of linear operation. 
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Thirdly, there is the sigmoid function. This function can range between 0 and 1, but it is 
also sometimes useful to use the -1 to 1 range. An example of the sigmoid function is 
the hyperbolic tangent function (Bipolar Sigmoid). 
            

 
 

 

The artificial neural networks which we describe are all variations on the parallel 
distributed processing (PDP) idea. The architecture of each neural network is based on 
very similar building blocks which perform the processing. In this chapter we first 
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discuss these processing units and discuss different neural network topologies. Learning 
is strategies as a basis for an adaptive system.  
 
2.2.4 Types of Neural Networks 
 
Basically, we can classify neural networks according to their connection geometries and 
one of the simplest architectures is the layered feed-forward network. Such structures 
are characterized by a collection of input neurons (``terminals'') whose sole purpose is 
to supply input signals from the outside world into the rest of the network. Following 
this can come one or more intermediate layers of neurons and finally an output layer 
where the output of the computation can be communicated to the outside world. The 
intermediate layers which have no direct contact with the outside world are called 
hidden layers. For this class of networks, there are no connections from neuron to 
neuron(s) in previous layers, other neurons in the same layer or to neurons more than 
one layer ahead.  
 
For feed-forward networks, every neuron in a given layer receives inputs from layers 
below its own (that is from layers nearer the input layer) and sends output to layers 
above its own (that is to layers nearer the output layer). For such networks, given a set 
of inputs (the input vector) from the neurons in the input layer, the output vector is 
computed by a succession of forward passes which compute the intermediate output 
vectors of each layer in turn using the previously computed signal values in the earlier 
layers. One of the simplest such networks consists of a single layer and is called a 
perceptron. A more general class of network extends the feed-forward topology by 
allowing the output signal of each neuron in a given layer to be connected not only to 
the layer ahead but also to that same neuron as an input signal. Such networks are called 
associative recurrent networks. Backpropagation networks have feed-forward 
connections but each hidden layer also receives an error feedback connection from each 
of the neurons above it. For neural networks, in general, the only restriction on the type 
of information processing that can be undertaken by a neuron is that it must be entirely 
local. In other words, it must depend solely on the values stored in the neuron's local 
memory and on the current values of the input signals reaching that neuron through the 
linked connections.  
 
2.2.5 Feed forward Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)  
 
Feedforward multi-layer perceptron (MLP) are the most popular and most widely used 
models in many practical applications. Its basic building unit is a model of artificial 
neuron. This unit computes the weighted sum of the inputs plus the threshold weight 
and passes this sum through the activation function. 
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where jv  is linear combination of inputs x1, x2, …, xp of the neuron j, 0jw = jθ  is the 

threshold weight connected to the special input 0x =-1, jy  is the output of the neuron j 

and ()jϕ  is its activation function. The following diagram illustrates a MLP network:  

                 
 
 
 

This class of networks consists of multiple layers of computational units, usually 
interconnected in a feed-forward way. The input vector is applied to the input layer, and 
the output of each perceptron in that layer is fed into one or more perceptrons in the 
subsequent layer. This process is repeated from layer to layer until the layer of output 
perceptrons is reached. 
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The direction of propagation of perceptron output normally occurs in a one-way 
fashion, from the input layer, through the hidden layers, to the output layer, and there 
exist no feedback loops anywhere in the network. Such networks have the unique 
property that the outputs can be expressed as deterministic functions of the inputs, and 
so the whole network represents a multivariate non-linear functional mapping. 
 
The prevalence of the MLP neural network is due to its multi-dimensional non-linear  
approximation abilities. The universal approximation theorem for neural networks states 
that any continuous non-linear function that maps intervals of real numbers to some 
output interval of real numbers can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a multi-layer 
perceptron with just one hidden layer given sufficient nodes, to an arbitrary degree of 
accuracy. This result holds only for restricted classes of activation functions, e.g. for the 
sigmoidal functions. 

2.2.6 Recurrent neural network 

Unlike MLPs, recurrent neural networks (RNN) have “feedback loops” so that the 
output of a neuron can be fed back to the inputs of other neurons in the same or 
previous layer (Figure 2.4). The feedback 1oops (usually denoted by a unit-delay 
function Z-1) cause the network to display a nonlinear dynamic behavior. By allowing 
the feedback of node-output (activation), the dynamics of such neural network become 
an important property and affects the functional behavior of the network in 
signal/information processing. The functions of recurrent neural networks are quite 
different from feed forward networks. For instance, this type of neural network has been 
used to solve many difficult optimization problems. More detailed discussion is given 
later in Section 2.8. 

 

 

Z-1 

Z-1 

Z-1 

Fig 2.4 A recurrent neural network of 3 neurons. 
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2.2.7    Learning paradigms 

Learning denotes changes in the system adaptive in the sense that learning techniques 
enable the system to do the same or similar task more effectively next time. In this 
context "learning" and "adaptation" are seen as simply changes in the network 
parameters to minimize the model prediction error or to increase the efficiency of the 
model through the interaction with the external environment.. In ANN models the 
external environment will normally provide a set of "training" input vectors. Based on 
the learning task methodology there are three major learning paradigms, each 
corresponding to a particular abstract learning task. These are supervised learning, 
unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning. Usually any given type of network 
architecture can be employed in any of those tasks. 

 2.2.7.1 Supervised learning 

In supervised learning the external environment provides a desired output for each one 
of the training input vectors and it is said that the external environment acts as a 
"teacher". The aim of this type of leaning is to find a function f in the allowed class of 
functions that matches the examples. In other words, the program attempts to minimize 
the error between the network and the target output patterns. Supervised learning is a 
good choice, if correct responses are known, because it learns faster. Only models with 
a fixed structure and the supervised learning scheme are considered in this study. 

 

2.2.7.2 Unsupervised learning 

If target outputs are not required for training, then the learning rule is unsupervised and 
the network extracts its own features from the training set. Which means the external 
environment does not provide the desired network output nor classifies it as good or 
bad. By using the correlation of the input vector the learning rule changes the network 
weights in order to group the input vector into "clusters" such that similar input vectors 
will produce similar network outputs since they will belong to the same cluster. Ideally, 
the learning rule finds the number of clusters and their respective centres, if they exist, 
for the training data. Considering hardware implementations of an ANN with a large 
number of units, it is preferable to have learning rules that use only local information to 
the unit whose weights are being updated. Without such a constraint, especially for a 
large ANN, inter unit communication can cause a considerable burden. 
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2.2.7.3 Reinforcement learning 

In supervised learning systems the exact knowledge of the correct responses is known. 
If not, the system must be able to extract useful information from the environment by a 
simple reinforcement signal, indicating merely whether the output is currently .good. or 
.bad., but not providing any specific information how the output may be improved. In 
other words the external environment acts as a "critic".  

In reinforcement learning the environment's dynamics and the long-term cost for each 
policy are usually unknown, but can be estimated the aim is to discover a policy for 
selecting actions that minimizes some measure of a long-term cost, i.e. the expected 
cumulative cost. 

ANNs are frequently used in reinforcement learning as part of the overall algorithm. 
Tasks that fall within the paradigm of reinforcement learning are control problems, 
games and other sequential decision making tasks 

2.2.8 Training Multilayer Perceptrons 

Once the number of layers, and number of units in each layer, has been selected, the 
network's weights and thresholds must be set so as to minimize the prediction error 
made by the network. This is the role of the training algorithms. The historical cases 
that gathered/collected are used to automatically adjust the weights and thresholds in 
order to minimize the difference between expected and predicted value. This process is 
equivalent to fitting the model represented by the network to the training data available. 
The error of a particular configuration of the network can be determined by running all 
the training cases through the network, comparing the actual output generated with the 
desired or target outputs. The differences are combined together by an error function to 
give the network error. The most common error functions are the sum squared error 
(used for regression problems), where the individual errors of output units on each case 
are squared and summed together, and the cross entropy functions (used for maximum 
likelihood classification).  

In traditional modeling approaches (e.g., linear modeling) it is possible to 
algorithmically determine the model configuration that absolutely minimizes this error. 
The price paid for the greater (non-linear) modeling power of neural networks is that 
although we can adjust a network to lower its error, we can never be sure that the error 
could not be lower still.  

A helpful concept here is the error surface. Each of the N weights and thresholds of the 
network (i.e., the free parameters of the model) is taken to be a dimension in space. The 
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N+1th dimension is the network error. For any possible configuration of weights the 
error can be plotted in the N+1th dimension, forming an error surface. The objective of 
network training is to find the lowest point in this many-dimensional surface.  

In a linear model with sum squared error function, this error surface is a parabola (a 
quadratic), which means that it is a smooth bowl-shape with a single minimum. It is 
therefore "easy" to locate the minimum.  

Neural network error surfaces are much more complex, and are characterized by a 
number of unhelpful features, such as local minima (which are lower than the 
surrounding terrain, but above the global minimum), flat-spots and plateaus, saddle-
points, and long narrow ravines.  

It is not possible to analytically determine where the global minimum of the error 
surface is, and so neural network training is essentially an exploration of the error 
surface. From an initially random configuration of weights and thresholds (i.e., a 
random point on the error surface), the training algorithms incrementally seek for the 
global minimum. Typically, the gradient (slope) of the error surface is calculated at the 
current point, and used to make a downhill move. Eventually, the algorithm stops in a 
low point, which may be a local minimum (but hopefully is the global minimum). 

2.2.8.1 Back propagation Algorithm 

Back propagation, or propagation of error, is a common method of teaching artificial 
neural networks how to perform a given task. The algorithm consists two phases: the 
forward phase where the activations are propagated from the input to the output layer, 
and the backward phase, where the error between the observed actual and the requested 
nominal value in the output layer is propagated backwards in order to modify the 
weights and bias values. The back propagation algorithm for multi-layered network can 
be described with the following steps. 
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Step 0.   Initialize weights: to small random values; 
                        Set learning rate:  η (0< η ≤1)  ;   
      
Step 1.  Apply a sample: apply to the input a sample vector xk having 
                                                  desired  Output vector dk; 
 Step 3 . Forward Phase: 
                            Compute response of each unit 
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   Step 4. Output errors: Calculate the error terms at the output neurons 
                                                   as: 

                                            )()('
kkjjj ydv −×=∂ ϕ   

 
     Step 5. Backward Phase Propagate error backward to the input 
                                layer through each layer L using the error term 
                                          

                                        jkkjjj wv ∑∂×=∂ )('ϕ  
      Step 6. Weight update: Update weights according to the formula 
                                          

                                            jjijij ytwtw ∂+=+ η)()1(     
 
       Step7. Repeat steps 1-6 until the stop criterion is satisfied, which   
                                may be chosen as the mean of the total error 
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                                  is sufficiently small.                                                    
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2.2.8.2 Modification of BackPropagation 
       
There had been many modifications of the original BP by many researchers.   Following 
some modifications will be discussed. 
  
 I.  Adding momentum factor 
Adding a momentum term to the weight updating formula can increase convergence 
speed when the error surface is highly non spherical .This is because it damps the size 
of steps along directions of high curvature thus yielding a larger effective learning rate 
along the directions of low curvature.  
 
The algorithm is can be described as follows 

        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 0.  Initialize weights: to small random values; 
                        Set learning rate: η (0< η ≤ 1)  ;   
                        Set momentum: α (0< α ≤ 1)  ;   
 Step 1.  Apply a sample: apply to the input a sample vector xk having 
                                           desired  Output vector dk; 
 Step 3 . Forward Phase: Compute response of each unit 
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 Step 4. Output errors: Calculate the error terms at the output neurons 
                                                   as: 
                                              

                                        )()('
kkjjj ydv −×=∂ ϕ  

 Step 5. Backward Phase Propagate error backward to the input 
                                layer through each layer L using the error term 
                                        
   
                                           jkkjjj wv ∑∂×=∂ )('ϕ  
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II. Exponential smoothing 

Exponential smoothing is a method similar to adding a momentum term, but in this case 
a multiplication factor, which is also known as the smoothing term is added to the 
original weight updating formula. The smoothing factor is called as β  , where β    is in 
the range of 0 to 1. If β   is 0, then smoothing is minimum; the entire weight adjustment 
comes from the newly calculated change. If β   is 1, the new adjustment is ignored and 
the previous one is repeated. Between 0 and 1 is a region where the weight adjustment 
is smoothed by an amount proportional to β  .   

   This algorithm can be described in the following steps:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

Step 0.  Initialize weights: to small random values; 
                        Set learning rate: η (0< η ≤ 1)  ;   
                        Set smoothing factor : β  (0< β  ≤ 1)  ;   
 Step 1.  Apply a sample: apply to the input a sample vector xk having 
                                                  desired  Output vector dk; 
 Step 3 . Forward Phase:Compute response of each unit 
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Step 6. Weight update: Update weights according to the formula 
                                                                     

                                ))1()(()()1( −−+∂+=+ twtwytwtw ijijjjijij αη   

 Step7. Repeat steps 1-6 until the stop criterion is satisfied, which   
                                may be chosen as the mean of the total error 
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                                    is sufficiently small. 
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III. Adaptive control  
  
Many authors have proposed rules for automatically adopting learning parameters .This 
rule control the speed of convergence by increasing or decreasing the learning rate 
based on error. In the initial phase during the training, it can be assumed that the system 
is too far from the final goal; hence a comparatively large learning rate and momentum 
are required during this stage. As the learning progress, the value of the two parameters 
gets smaller so that the solution can not be missed.  This algorithm can be described in 
the following steps:   
 

 

  
Step 4. Output errors: Calculate the error terms at the output neurons 
                                                   as: 
                                              

                                        )()('
kkjjj ydv −×=∂ ϕ  

 
Step 5. Backward Phase Propagate error backward to the input 
                                layer through  each layer L using the error term 
                                        
                                             jkkjjj wv ∑∂×=∂ )('ϕ  

  
Step 6. Weight update: Update weights according to the formula 
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 Step7. Repeat steps 1-6 until the stop criterion is satisfied, which   
                                may be chosen as the mean of the total error 
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                                  is sufficiently small. 
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Step 0.  Initialize weights: to small random values; 
                        Set learning rate: η (0< η ≤ 1)  ;   
                        Set momentum: α (0< α ≤ 1)  ;   
 Step 1.  Apply a sample: apply to the input a sample vector xk having 
                                                  desired  Output vector dk; 
 Step 3 . Forward Phase: Compute response of each unit 
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Step 4. Output errors: Calculate the error terms at the output neurons 
                                                   as: 
                                              

                                        )()('
kkjjj ydv −×=∂ ϕ  

 
Step 5. Backward Phase Propagate error backward to the input 
                                layer through each layer L using the error term 
                                        
                                             jkkjjj wv ∑∂×=∂ )('ϕ  

 
Step 6. Weight update: Update weights according to the formula 
                                                                     

                                ))1()(()()1( −−+∂+=+ twtwytwtw ijijjjijij αη   

Step 7. Adjust Learning Paramet er : If the previous weight update  
                                      decrease  the total error                                              
                                              ηηη ×−= 01.0  

                                          else 

                                                ηηη ×+= 01.0
 

 

    Step 8. Repeat steps 1-7 until the stop criterion is satisfied, which   
                                may be chosen as the mean of the total error 
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                                  is sufficiently small. 
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2.2.8.3   Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
  
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was designed to approach second-order training 
speed without having to compute the Hessian matrix for nonlinear least squares 
optimization. In general, for network which contains up to few hundered weights, the 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm will converge faster than pure backpropagation 
algorithem but for network with large weights matrix it requires huge memory for 
Hessian matrix inversion and it will be slower than backpropagation algorithem .  
For neural network training the objective function is the error function of the type 

                                 ∑ ∑
= =
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1 )()(                                 (2.3) 

where w = [w1 w2 ... wN]T consists of all weights of the network, dkp is the desired value 
of the kth output and the pth pattern, okp is the actual value of the kth output and the pth 

pattern, N is the number of the weights, P is the number of patterns, and K is the 
number of the network outputs. Equation (2.3) can be written as 

                                     
                                               F(w)=ETE                                                      (2.4) 
                      where 
                              
                              E=[e11 ... eK1 e12 ... eK2 ... e1P ... eKP ]T   
                     
                              ekp =dkp-ykp   ,  k=1…K , P=1..P 
 

where ykp  is the actual output at the output neuron k  for the input p  and  dkp is the 
desired output at the output neuron k for the input p . p is the total number of training 
patterns . 
 
The steps involved in training a neural network in batch mode using the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm are as follows: 
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Step 0.  Initialize weights: to small random values; 
              Set learning rate: η ( η=0.01 is recommended)   ;  
              Set dacay rate : 1.0( =ββ  appropriate); 
Step 1 . Forward Phase: Present all inputs to the network and compute  
                                          the corresponding network outputs and errors.  
                                         Compute the mean square error over all inputs 
                                        as in  equation 3. 
 
 
Step 2. Compute the Jacobian matrix , J(w) where w represents  the  
                          weights and biases of the network. 
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3. Solve the Levenberg-Marquardt weight update equation 

                                    [ ] EJIJJW TT 1−
+=∆ µ  

4. Recompute  the sum of squared errors F(w) 
                                  Using   w + Δw as the trial w 
                                     IF trial F(w) < F(w) in step 1 then 
                                           w = w + Δw 
                                           μ = μ × β  
                                     go back to step 1 
                                    else 
                                          β

µµ =   

                                     go back to step 4 
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2.2.8.4 Genetic Algorithm 
 
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are adaptive heuristic search algorithm premised on the 
evolutionary ideas of natural selection and genetic. The basic concept of GAs is 
designed to simulate processes in natural system necessary for evolution, specifically 
those that follow the principles first laid down by Charles Darwin of survival of the 
fittest. To use a genetic algorithm, one must represent a solution to a problem as a 
genome (or chromosome). The genetic algorithm creates a population of genomes then 
applies crossover and mutation to the individuals in the population to generate new 
individuals. It uses various selection criteria so that it picks the best individuals for 
mating (and subsequent crossover). If the GA is used for ANN training, synaptic 
weights and biases are first encoded into one chromosome. So a generation (a set of 
chromosomes) represents a set of ANN. Each chromosome is decoded and the objective 
function of ANN which the chromosome represents is calculated .The best 
chromosomes are then used to generate the next offspring .The GA training algorithm 
are described as follows. 

 
 

 

Step 0. Initialize Population: 
              Initialize ANN weights to small random values and encode synaptic    
              weights and biases into chromosome.  
 
Step 1.Evaluate:  
              Calculate the fitness of the population using the Objective function  
              (eq 2.3) of the target ANN and sort them according to their fitness.  
 
Step 2. GA operation: 
              If the best chromosome fitness is less than the target fitness 
                       Create an empty population P'[]  
                                 DO UNTIL (P'[] is full)  
                                     {  
                                           Select two individuals from P (say P[i] and P[j] 
                                           based on some Fitness criterion 
                                              Optionally crossOver (P[i], P[j] )  
                                              Optionally Mutate P[i] or P[j]  
                                              Add the two individuals to P' 
                                        } 
                  Go back to step 1; 
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2.2.9 Number of Samples and Data Preprocessing 
 
The starting point is to obtain data for the variables to be modeled (outputs and inputs). 
In general, it is better to have as much data as possible. A rule of thumb is to have at 
least 5— 10 times as many training samples as the number of weights to be trained. In 
estimation, at least 10 - 40 training samples should be provided for each input variable. 
If there are ,for example ,10 variables (both input and output variables) to be used in 
building a model , a minimum of 10-40 data points for each variable is needed. The 
range of values of each variable must cover the operating conditions for which the 
model will be used. Also, the data must be cleaned up in order to remove bad values 
which may have adverse effects on training. 
 

2.2.10 Selecting the Number of Hidden Layers and Nodes  

Determining the number of neurons in each hidden layer and the number of hidden 
layers is a criical decision in the design of neural networks. Generally, increasing the 
number of hidden neurons enhances its ability to approximate (i.e. “ fit”) input/output 
data patterns,but also increases the number of free parameters (e.g. trainable weights w). 
This increases model complexity. In fact, a basic issue in  
designing ANN is the proper balance of model complexity and approximation ability . 
Too many hidden neurons result in too many trainable weights, which  

 
 

 

 

Underfitting 
 

Fig 2.5 Concept of Underfitting and Overfitting  

 

 
             Overfitting 
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cause a neural network to become erratic and unreliable. This problem is usually 
referred to us ‘Overfitting’  i.e.. too much flexibility makes the network behave 
erratically in between training data points (Figure 2.5, right, dashed curve) and 
consequently results in poor generalization.  
 
On the other hand, too few hidden neurons restrict the learning capability of a neural 
network and deteriorate its approximation performance, i.e. causing ‘underfitting” 
(Figurc2.5,. left, dashed curve). A basic principle in network design is to properly 
balance the requirement of generalization and approximation (note that generalization 
ability is directly affected by model complexity), in Figure 2.5 (left). the solid curve 
represents a good fit. Unfortunately there is no clear guideline for determining the 
number of neurons in hidden layer(s). It has been shown, however, that enough neurons 
must be provided to enable the network to perform the required mapping function 
satisfactorily. Empirical rules have also been suggested to avoid over fitting.  
 
Some author recommended the number of trainable weights should not exceed the 
number of training samples (i.e. the number of input/output data sets used for training a 
network). For example, given the information that there are three input nodes and one 
output node, and a total of 41 data sets are used for training ten hidden neurons may be 
used with a single hidden layer. Others have also proposed heuristic rules for 
characterizing the relationship between the number of structural parameters of a neural 
network, the size of training/validation data sets, and desired error goal. In this thesis all 
networks structure are designed by trial and error approach with different number of 
nodes in a hidden layer to choose the best network which gives minimum error for the 
training and validation datasets. 

 
2.2.11 Normalization of Training Patterns 
 
The use of transfer function necessitates the scaling of the output values of the training 
patterns between 0 and 1 (-1 and 1 in case of bipolar transfer function). Therefore, 
training patterns values should fall within these limits.  For fast convergence usually 
recommended scaling up activation function output value by some constant term 
between 1 and 2. 
 
2.2.12 Over-Training in MLP 
 
The cost function used for the training of the model accounts only for modeling errors 
during the training, which entails that the obtained model depends on the training set 
used. Because of this dependence, the minimization of this criterion function does not 
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guarantee a good neural model. To avoid problems, a common practice is to evaluate 
the validation error in parallel with the iterative minimization process. The validation 
error is obtained by testing the neural model with fresh data, i.e., data not used for the 
training. Usually, the training error becomes smaller and smaller when:  

(i) The amount of hidden neurons is increased (degree of freedom is 
increased).  

(ii)  More training iterations are performed. 
The problem of “overtraining” may result in both cases. Overtraining means that the fit 
on the training data becomes almost perfect, but the validation error becomes worse. A 
plot of this phenomenon is presented in (Figure 2.6). To avoid overtraining, in practice, 
most often methods are used which compare the training results with the test results. 
These methods include “bootstrapping” or “cross validation”. The cross validation uses 
two data series, one for training the neural net, and the other to find the optimum, at the 
minimum of the validation error. The estimation of the parameters, weights and biases 
of the MLP is  performed by minimizing an error criterion The learning algorithm can 
then be run until no further improvement is reached, i.e., until a global (or local) 
minimum is reached. However when the model is evaluated on a validation set (using 
the validation error), it first improves with the number of iterations.  It then starts to 
deteriorate with increasing number of iterations despite the fact that the training error 
will continue to decrease. This phenomenon is termed overtraining. In other words, with 
increasing   number of iterations the network tends to learn the training data set, which 
leads to a poor generalization, and a bad prediction for different set of inputs. In order to 
overcome this problem, a supervised learning method focusing on the value of the 
validation error can be used. This method checks the validation error at each iteration 
(or number of iterations) in order to define when it starts deteriorating (increasing). At 
that point in training, the value of the weight and biases are saved. In order to make sure 
that this is a global minimum (or at least a decent local minimum) the training is 
continued for a sufficient number of iterations to make sure that the value of the 
validation error will not increase further.  
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 2.3. Typical Engineering Applications of ANN 
 
Though, neural network has different types of applications, the most popular types of 
applications in food and other engineering’s are: Predictive modeling, System/process 
control and Optimization. 
 
2.3.1   Predictive Modeling 
 
The task of predictive modeling is to use a neural network as a model to predict the 
characteristic’s (e.g., attribute or magnitude) of some output of interest. There arc two 
general steps in predictive modeling. First a neural network is developed and trained to 
capture the (unknown) dependency relationship between input and output variables. The 
trained neural network is then applied on new incoming data to predict system/proccss 
ouiput(s). MLP and RBF networks are commonly used for predictive modeling. 
There are two types of predictions that are usually made by neural networks: 
classification, and regression.  In classification, the interest is to identify the underlying 
class to which a set of input patterns belongs. Examples include pattern recognition and 
image processing. For instance, an ANN can be trained to capture the distinct 

Optimum 

OverTraining
g 

Fig 2.6  Training Error vs Validation Error 
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characteristics embedded in a set of target images and then it can be applied to 
recognize incoming images that contain certain noises (i.e., to identify a target class to 
which an incoming image belongs).  In the case of regression the task is to predict the 
value of a continuous output variable given a set of input value, For example in food 
extrusion process planning, a neural network can he applied to learn the process 
knowledge i.e. The complex relationship between a set of system/process variables and 
a set of output variables), and use this knowledge to predict the texture properties of 
extruded food products.  In another case, a neural network was developed and trained 
with a set of experimental failure data, and then used to predict the damage rate in 
distribution packaging operations. 
 
2.3.2 System/Process Control 
 
Neural networks have been used in the development of intelligent controllers. In such 
applications a neural network is first developed to learn the dynamics of the process 
system under control and then uses this knowledge to map the relationship between 
control signals and system response/output.  In comparison with other control 
paradigms neural controllers have certain advantages: they are able to learn in real time 
and generalize to unseen situations; and they are able to represent almost any nonlinear 
relationship between control variables and system output. 
 
There are generally two types of neural control systems: supervised control vs. 
unsupervised control. In supervised control, a teacher (e.g. a human or an automatic 
controller is present. The system output is fed back to both a teacher and a neural 
network. The teacher supplies desired control signals that are compared with signals 
produced by the neural network. The error captured is used for training the weights of 
the neural network. After successful training, the network replaces the teacher in 
controlling the system. A straightforward application of supervised control is training an 
ANN to model an existing controller (Figure 2.6). 
 
Figure 2.7 shows an example of unsupervised neural control. In this example a neural 
network is trained to capture the inverse dynamics of the system under control, i.e. it 
represents an inverse model of the system. The network predicts process input that 
corresponds to the desired output Yd. The error signals, Y -Yd, are captured and used in 
the learning process of the network, the controller learns continuously and is able to 
control the system with time-varying characteristics. 
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2.3.3 Optimization 
 
Recurrent neural networks RNN have been used in solving many kinds of optimization 
problems (e.g., linear programming, nonlinear programming and combinatorial 
optimization). This type of neural network is based on an important model of artificial 
neurons called a Hopfied model. In a Hopfield network (Figure 2.4) a neuron’s dynamic 
is represented through a system of differential equations such as: 

 

                             θϕτ ++−= )(uwau
dt
du                                                  (2.5) 

 
Where u can be an input vector: w the set of trainable weights: and )(uϕ the transfer 
functions. Given an initialization with a set of inputs, this dynamic system tries to 

ANN System 

Yd 

Yd 

-- + 

u 

Fig 2.8 Unsupervised controls: direct inverse neural control. 
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ANN 

Yd 
u Y 

    -- 

+ 

Fig 2.7 Supervised control: modeling existing controller with neural network. 
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converge to a set of stable states (equilibrium states), or equivalently to minimize a 
computational energy function E(.), i.e. Liapunov function, by simultaneously adjusting 
its synaptic weights w . The stable states of this dynamic system correspond to the local 
minima of energy function E(.) associated with the network. Therefore, the process of 
converging to equilibrium states (of a Hopified network) is equivalent to a minimization 
process of computational energy function E(x). The Hopified network can be easily 
implemented through analog modeling (e.g. through  VLSI technology) in application. 
When developing such networks for most optimization problems (e.g. linear/nonlinear 
programming, combinatorial optimization), an important step is to construct an 
appropriate energy function E(x). One common strategy is to use a penalty approach. 
i.e., relaxing an original constrained problem (2.6) into an unconstrained one (2.7) by 
including penalty terms in the objective function. 

 
                              Minimize f(x) subject to ai(x)=0 for i=1, … ,m              (2.6) 
                              

                           Minimize E(x)=f(x) + ))((
1

xap ii

m

i
i∑

=

λ                                (2.7) 

 
The penalty terms Pi(ai(x)) generate high cost if any constraint is violated. The 
computational process (i.e., the converging process of the neural network) tries to 
maintain a proper balance between the minimization of cost function and maximization 
of the number of constraints that are satisfied. 

 
 

2.4 Application of Neural network in food processing 
 
In the past two decades artificial neural networks are increasingly being used 
successfully in a variety of food process application areas. These applications include 
the following: 
 

  Electronic nose: Applied  for enhanceing  the sensibility and selectivity of the 
chemosensory receptor cells, by combinging arrays of chemical sensors with 
powerful artificial neural network processing algorithms (Virgili  & de Salou, 
2006; Panigrahia et.al., 2005); 

  Shelf Life Prediction of food product: neural network is used for estimating the 
shelf life of food product using food physical and chemical properties and 
packaging conditions (Sofu and Ekinci, 2007;  Siripatrawan & Jantawat, 2007);   

 Water activity prediction: Water activity is usually predicted using empirical 
formula and recently neural network is replacing this trend and many paper shows 
Its goodness (Lertworasirikula and Tipsuwanb, 2007); 
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 Food process Optimization: Neural networks in conjunction with genetic 
algorithm and other searching methods are used for finding processing conditions 
that simultaneously ensure safety, meet quality criteria, and maximize the 
processing yield (Koc et.al., 2007; Torrecilla et.al., 2004); 

 Mashine Vision: Artificial neural networks are used as decision making unit  in  
tasks related to visual quality control and/or remote sensing to replace human 
inspectors in an adverse environment, reduce inspection errors and/or increase 
efficiency (Kerr et.al., .2004), applied ANN for inspecting the seal quality of 
semi-rigid polymer food packages sealed using a new laser-based sealing system;  

 Predictive Food Microbiology: Most recently, ANNs were used as an alternative 
method for modeling microbial growth. As in other fields, a majority of 
publications claim that ANN models achieve better agreement with experimental 
data than response surface models (Hajmeer et al. 1997; Lou and Nakai, 2001); 

 Others 
To present all of these applications and others not mentioned here in a thesis is 
too large. Instead, I choose three specific application areas to show potential 
applications of artificial neural network in food processing. These are water 
activity prediction and predictive food microbiology both for regression problem 
and Control chart pattern recognition which is pure classification problem. 

 
 2.5. Selection of learning methods and structure of ANN  
 
For this thesis, feed forward neural network  types is used for modeling, because this 
types of network has been proven by many researcher it outperforms other types of 
neural network structure and is also proven to be universal approximaters if the 
required number of computational units(neurons) are used. 
Back Propagation. Levenberg-Marquardt and genetic algorithms are used for training 
the neural network model. Based on the nature of the problem the training algorithm 
best suits are used and the result is reported for selected food problems. The criteria for 
selection of the training algorithm for specific problem are as follows: 

• The size of the model 
• Occurrence and number of local minima during training 
• Computational cost and time. 
• Training speed and final result accuracy. 
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2.6 Limitations of Commercial and freely available neural network    
       Software 
 
There are much neural network software that are used for developing neural network 
model in different engineering problem areas. Among this matlab neural network tool 
box is the first and the most used software in academic and industrial research. But 
matlab has the following limitations’: 

• Since it is an interpreter language it is slower than most programming 
language. This makes it not suitable for onsite and online learning ANN 
applications. 

• The input and output parameters must be preprocessed before using data 
for developing the model separately. This means data has to be 
preprocessed using some programming language, which means the user is 
required to know how to do this. 

• Matlab NN toolbox, accepts data in csv format only, since industrial data 
is stored in more compact and safe database system such as sql and access 
database, the user of this software is expected to change his data to csv 
data format. Again this requires advanced database programming 
knowledge and it is hard work for an ordinary user. 

• Once the model is developed, it requires some specific programming 
language for using and it is not in a ready to use format for ordinary user. 

 
 To use neural network effectively in food process industry, matlab and other 
commercially and freely available software requires advanced programming language 
and the user is expected to do some extra work in data preprocessing and data post 
processing .In addition to this, these software has a limitation of exporting the developed 
model in different formats  to integrate with other applications. Since most of food 
industry staffs have different background some with programming knowledge and others 
not, it is difficult to use these software in solving food process problems by all stuffs. 
 
 
2.7 Scope and Limitations of the thesis 
 
The potential applications of neural network in food and allied process industries are 
limitless. However, it is important to select main food processing problem areas that 
shows the applications of neural network in food industries.  And the following food 
process problems are chosen based on their importance in any food process applications 
areas. These are water activity prediction as a function of temperature and water content, 
Predictive food microbiology and control chart pattern recognition. 
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The main limitation in this thesis work was the availability and quality of industrial data. 
The data collected from food industries do not show  or show little correlation; most of 
the process data shows  fixed  values of  process parameter values such as PH , 
Temperature, Concentration, Pressure and others. Practically, it is hard to keep these 
parameters at fixed set point always. Since these parameters are among the main factors 
that affect the final output, variation in output parameters expected to be small or none 
with such conditions.   However, the output parameters values disprove these 
assumptions; it shows all types of bad, good and excellent quality product parameters.  
Because of this and other limitations in this thesis data collected from literature and data 
generated  from empirical formula and simulation are used to show the applications of 
neural network and  in training, validating and testing of the software developed for this 
work.  
 
2.8 Assumptions 
 
In this thesis work, it is assumed that the software is used by food process industries and 
in academic research  for modeling and solving food process problems without or little 
background  of programming language.  
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3.1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses strategic goals, techniques and methods to be used in developing 
the neural network software and how this software is trained, tested and to be used in 
food process industry and in academic research. 
 
3.2 Strategic Goals and Software Development 
 
The software is developed using object oriented and rapid application development 
concept by setting the following goals. 
The software is be is easy to use and user friendly, with an interface that guide the user 
how to use the software in plain English (if it is necessary in locale language). 

1. The software has to allow easy manipulation of parameters, independent of data 
sets format, with flexible training and testing methods, and easily can be 
modified.  

2. Since, by its nature neural network algorithm is interaction of different objects 
like neuron, training algorithm, data pre processing and post processing , data and 
training trend visualization etc , the software is to be object oriented .  

3. The software has to be reusable, easy to extend and to integrate with other 
applications. 

4. The user of the software should not be required to know any programming 
language. 

5. The result is to be exported in most known programming language and is to be 
portable to any platform and can be easily used in developing hardware or 
software applications for solving food process problems.  

 
 Based on above goals, neural network software was developed using C# programming 
language. Because c# is a pure object oriented programming language. Multilayer 
perceptron (MLP) neural network with BackPropagation (BP), Levenberg-Marquardt and 
Genetic learning algorithms are coded according to algorithms defined in chapter 2. 
 
 In addition, data access layer, data preprocessing, data post processing and rich data 
visualizing API was developed using Window presentation Foundation (WPF) with C# 
programming language.  

       hapter 3 

   METHODOLOGIES    C
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The software is designed to use data in csv format, Excel, xml, SQL and Access database 
and it can generate  result in C/C++,C#, Java , Mat lab, Visual basic.Net , UDF for excel  
,open function in text format, and PMML according to user preference. It also generates a 
binary format which can be used directly in .Net programs like C# and VB.Net. 
 
3.3 Food Process Problem selection 
 
To show potential applications of neural network in food processing main food process 
problems area are identified based on their importance and number of occurrences in 
food processing. These are water activity prediction, Predictive microbiology and control 
chart pattern recognition. The first two are pure prediction or approximation problems 
and the last one is classification problem. 
 
3.3.1 Data used For modeling 
 
Water activity prediction model: data is generated using GAB model and GAB constants 
obtained from Shafiur Rahman, Food Properties Handbook (1995) for Roasted and 
Ground coffee adsorption isotherm at 20, 25, 40, 60 and 80 oC temperature is used for 
training and testing. 
 
Predictive Food Microbiology: Data obtained from literature is directly used for 
modeling and evaluation. 
 
Control Chart Pattern Recognition: Data is generated using mathematical formula for 
each pattern types. 
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4.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter discusses the full development cycle of neural network models step by step 
using the software developed. The following terminologies are used: 

MnetSolution: is the software name that used in this work. 
GPC: Geometrical process control chart. 
OZP: Operating Zone Predictor; 
GA: genetic search algorithem. 
 

4.2. Developing neural network model 
     Developing neural network model involves 5 major steps. These are: 
                        

i. Data importing and preprocessing 
ii. Model design  
iii. Training 
iv. Model evaluation and Model publishing 
v. Using the Model 

However, to make things more clear for reader all steps that to be followed to execute 
with this software is described in ten sections as follows:                      
 
4.2. 1. Opening MnetSolution  
 
 If the program is installed on the system go to all programs and click MnetSolution or 
find executable with a name MnetSolution and open it.  The main interface opens as 
shown fig 4.1. 

       hapter 4 

   The development cycle of Neural network modeling  C
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4.2.2. Data Importing  
 
Pressing data button  pops data importing wizard .There are five button(on the left side 
of the panel) for importing data from different formats (CSV, Excel, Xml, Access and 
SQL data base format) as shown in the figure below. 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig 4.2 Data Access Layer Interface 

        Fig 4.1  Main interface 

1 
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4.2. 2. Data visualizing and data preprocessing 
In this step imported data is examined statistically using correlation, histogram methods 
and graphically using scatter plot and Geometrical process control chart (GPC) as 
shown below. Data pattern which are in consistent with most patterns are removed and 
the data is evaluated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
                   Fig 4.3  Data visualization and  preprocessing 
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Fig 4.4 Network Input Output Parameter Setter for prediction model 

Fig 4.5 Network Input Output Parameter Setter for Classification model 

Set out put 
category 
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4.2.3.  Setting Input and Output Parameters 
 Select the model type from Mnet type combo box and select input and output 
parameters as shown in fig 4.4 and fig 4.5 for prediction model and classification model 
respectively by checking the checkbox before the parameters name. 
 
 
4.2. 4.  Model Design 
To build the network click the Build button the network builder palette is display as 
shown in figure 4.6 .Based on input and output selected input and output layer neurons 
size are set by default. 
 
User can add additional hidden layer or delete selected layer by clicking Add Layer and 
Delete Layer buttons respectively, and can modify layer size except input and output 
layer by using layer sliders. By default Bipolar Sigmoid function is selected but user 
can change parameters and type of transfer function for every layer by selecting from 
transfer function list. When designing the network structure is finished click setting 
button. 
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4.2.5 Select training algorithm 
After finishing network structure design, the next step is to select and set parameters of 
the training methods. To do this click Set Training button the training methods panel 
appear as shown in fig 4.7. Choose the desired training methods from combobox, and 
fill the parameters value in the textboxes as shown below. 

Fig 4.6 Interface  for Network Building  
 

Layer sliders 

Transfer  
Function 
list 
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After selecting and setting values of the training algorithem, click Bind data button and 
then click Run button to start training the training palate is displayed as fig 4.8. 
 
4.2.6 Training 
In this step Batch size and maximum number of iteration, mode of training Batch or 
pattern are set using textboxes and radio button box at the right bottom shown in figure 
4.8 , way of initialization (Random or using GA) checking their respective checkbox. If 
everything is ok, start training by clicking start button and to stop training click stop 
button and click refresh button to restart training. To finish the training process click 
Finish button.  

Fig 4.7 Interface for setting Training Method Parameter  
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4.2.7 Model Evaluation  
 
Model performance is evaluated by looking training report generated for all data 
types(Training, validating and Testing) by clicking report button the report showing the 
model fitness to the above data and training and validating error are displayed as shown 
in figure 4.10. 
 
To look the performance the model using testing data sets using confidence chart, 
scatter plot, bar chart, histogram and correlation chart click the Result Button, the panel 
shown in fig 4.9 is displayed. Then click their respective button to see the result in 
format you want. For example fig 4.9 shows the confidence limit chart displayed after 
clicking CF. Chart button. 

Fig 4.8 Training Palette 

Set here 
Batch size, 
no of iteration 
Mode 
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Fig 4.9 Training Result Explorer 
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4.2.7 Model publishing  
If test result and report generated shows good performance, the next step is to publish 
or export the result in format you want. To do this click save button and the panel 
shown in fig 4.11 is displayed. Then click from Buttons row at the top to save the 
model in format you want as shown below. Now the model is ready for application. 

Fig 4.10 Training Report Viewer 
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4.2.9 Using trained Model 

If the trained model is saved in binary format the user can use operating zone prediction 
methods (by selecting from Mnet type combo box) for visualizing and experimenting to 
get desired output in different conditions or can load and use it for direct prediction of 
output value for a given inputs values as shown in fig 4.12 and Fig 4.13 respectively. 

 

Fig 4.11 Trained Model Publishers 
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  Fig 4.12 Operating Zone Predictor using Model developed by Neural 
network 

 

Fig 4.13 Load trained model for direct prediction  
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  5.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter neural network modelling is used for modelling and prediction of two 
regression problems. These problems are selected based on their importance in food 
processing. For the first case study, data sets used for modelling and testing is 
generated from empirical formula  and for the second case study data obtained from 
literature is used. 
 
5.2 Case Study 1: Water Activity Prediction 
 
Water is the main component of animals, humans and plants. But bacteria, fungi and 
viruses also need water to live. Water is stored in every food product, either in the form 
of a chemical compound with other molecules or as free water, which is stored between 
the compounds. What is the optimum amount of both types of water on the food 
material is a problem confront food technologist involved in product development, 
process design, or production.  The amount of bound water is depending on the 
chemical reactivity ofthe substances used. Free water can be affected by production 
processes as well as via storage and packing. Alongside the usage of water, too much 
free water can particularly damage the product. Microorganisms such as fungi or 
bacteria can optimally grow and thrive on this surface. Their metabolic products are 
deposited on the product and spoil the quality.This means too high water activity means 
limited durability. Water activity values, which are too low, can also spoil the taste or 
appearance. 
 
There are many models available for water activity prediction. However, most of these 
models are developed for isothermal condition while temperature has a significant 
effect. In this section artificial neural networks (ANN) is used in predicting the 
combined effect of water content and temperature on the water activity of food 
products 
 
 
 
 

C       hapter 5 
Neural Network Model For Solving Regression Problem  
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5.2.1 What is Water Activity? 
 
Water activity is the ratio of the vapor pressure of water in a material (p) to the vapor 
pressure of pure water ( oP ) at the same temperature or the equilibrium relative 
humidity of the surrounding the material at the same temperature. Thus water activity 
can be expressed as follows: 
  

                        
100

(%)ERH
P
Pa

o
w ==                                  (5.1) 

 
As described by the above equation, water activity is a ratio of vapor pressures and thus 
has no units. It ranges from 0.0 wa  (bone dry) to 1.0 wa  (pure water).  
 
5.2.2. Why is water activity important? 

 
Water activity ( wa ) is one of the most critical factors in determining quality and safety of 
food products. Water activity affects the shelf life, safety, texture, flavor, and smell of 
foods. While temperature, pH and several other factors can influence if and how fast 
organisms will grow in a product, water activity may be the most important factor in 
controlling spoilage. Most bacteria, for example, do not grow at water activities below 
0.91, and most molds cease to grow at water activities below 0.80. By measuring water 
activity, it is possible to predict which microorganisms will and will not be potential 
sources of spoilage. Water activity--not water content--determines the lower limit of 
available water for microbial growth. In addition to influencing microbial spoilage, water 
activity can play a significant role in determining the activity of enzymes and vitamins in 
foods and can have a major impact on their color, taste, and aroma.  
 
Figure 3.1 shows how the relative activity of microorganisms, lipids and enzymes relate 
to water activity. While other factors, such as nutrient availability and temperature, can 
affect the relationships, water activity is the best single measure of how water affects 
these processes. 
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5.2.3. Sorption Isotherms 

 
 The relationship between water content and water activity is complex. An increase in wa  
is almost always accompanied by an increase in the water content, but in a nonlinear 
trend. This relationship between water activity and moisture content at a given 
temperature is called the moisture sorption isotherm. These curves are determined 
experimentally. 
 
Moisture sorption isotherms are sigmoidal in shape for most foods, and a moisture 
sorption isotherm prepared by adsorption (starting from the dry state) will not necessarily 
be the same as an isotherm prepared by desorption (starting from the wet state). This 
phenomenon of different wa  vs moisture values by the two methods is called moisture 
sorption hysteresis and is exhibited by many foods. Hysteresis represents the difference 
in wa  between the absorption and desorption isotherms (Figure 5.2). 
 
A hydrated food can be dehydrated to remove moisture until the desired wa  is reached 

(desorption) or completely dehydrated and then re-hydrated to the desired wa  

(absorption). A food is more stable against microbial spoilage when its wa  is adjusted by 
absorption rather than by desorption. 
 

 

Fig 5.1: Water Activity Diagram 
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Absorption and desorption isotherms for a food system at a given temperature are plotted 
using wa  along the horizontal axis and the % water along the vertical. When plotted, the 
phenomenon of hysteresis can be observed (Fig. 5.2). 
                                   

 
 
 5.2.4 Isotherm Models 
A large number of models have been developed to describe water sorption isotherm 
curve, differing in their empirical or theoretical character, and in the number of 
parameters involved. The most popular equations for food and related products 
(vegetables, fruits, agricultural products, spices, etc.) are GAB and Oswin isothemal 
models.   
 
5.2.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
   5.2.5.1 Datasets 
 
Equilibrium moisture data for Roasted and Ground coffee adsorption  isotherm at 20, 25, 
40, 60 and 80 oC temperature were generated using GAB model and GAB constants 
obtained from Litrature (ref 1) and  is shown in Table 5.1. 
 
The dataset was divided into three subsets: training subset (50% of records), cross-
validation subset (25% of records and the rest 25% used for evaluating the network 
performance after the network is trained. 

 

    Fig 5.2 Sorption isotherm for typical food product showing the  
                  hystersis. 
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The training subset is used for computing and updating the network weights and biases. 
The validation  set is used for evaluating the network fitness during training .The fitness 
of the network  normally increase at first and start to decrease as the network begins to 
over fit the training data. The training should be stopped as the network fitness start to 
decrease. 
 
  5.2.5.2 Network 
  
Since we need to predict water activity using temperature and water content of the 
product as input variable, our network has two inputs and one output node and the hidden 
node count is determined based on performance during training by trial and error. 
 
A feedforward MultiLayer perceptron with Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm is 
used. Levenberg-Marquardt method is used because it converges with few iteration and 
its comutional time is also small for such small size network. 
 
   5.2.5.3 Pre-Process and Post Process of the Datasets 
 
The datasets are normalized before they are applied to the neural network so as to limit 
the input and output values within the specified range. This is due to the large in the 
values of the data provided to the neural network.Besides the activation function used in 
the MLP is usually  a Bipolar function .This function give good response for data 
between -1 and 1.The following formula is used to pre-process the input data sets whose 
values are between -1 and 1. 
 
 
                       

                                         1
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Since the output value of the function is also between -1 and 1, the following function is 
used to transform network output to norma1 scale. 
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Temp.  
(0C) 

Moisture 
content 
(MW) 

Water 
Activity(Aw) 

20 0.05 0.380033 
20 0.07 0.545899 
20 0.09 0.648657 
20 0.11 0.716689 
20 0.13 0.76473 
20 0.15 0.800375 
20 0.17 0.827846 
20 0.19 0.849652 
20 0.21 0.867377 
20 0.23 0.882066 
20 0.25 0.894435 
20 0.27 0.904993 
20 0.29 0.91411 
20 0.31 0.922062 
20 0.33 0.929059 
20 0.35 0.935263 
20 0.37 0.940801 
20 0.39 0.945775 
20 0.41 0.950267 
20 0.43 0.954344 
20 0.45 0.95806 
20 0.47 0.961462 
20 0.49 0.964588 
20 0.51 0.96747 
20 0.53 0.970135 
20 0.55 0.972608 
20 0.57 0.974907 
20 0.59 0.977052 
20 0.61 0.979056 
20 0.63 0.980934 
20 0.65 0.982696 
20 0.67 0.984354 
20 0.69 0.985916 

20 0.71 0.98739 
20 0.73 0.988784 
20 0.75 0.990104 
20 0.77 0.991355 
20 0.79 0.992543 
20 0.81 0.993673 
20 0.83 0.994748 
20 0.85 0.995773 
20 0.87 0.996751 
20 0.89 0.997685 
20 0.91 0.998578 
20 0.93 0.999433 
20 0.95 1 
20 0.97 1 
25 0.05 0.415504 
25 0.07 0.568025 
25 0.09 0.660429 
25 0.11 0.721214 
25 0.13 0.764022 
25 0.15 0.795741 
25 0.17 0.820165 
25 0.19 0.839543 
25 0.21 0.855288 
25 0.23 0.868332 
25 0.25 0.879314 
25 0.27 0.888687 
25 0.29 0.896779 
25 0.31 0.903837 
25 0.33 0.910046 
25 0.35 0.915551 
25 0.37 0.920465 
25 0.39 0.924879 
25 0.41 0.928864 
25 0.43 0.932481 
25 0.45 0.935778 
25 0.47 0.938796 

Table 5.1 Roasted and Ground Coffee adsorption Isotherm 
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25 0.49 0.941569 
25 0.51 0.944126 
25 0.53 0.94649 
25 0.55 0.948683 
25 0.57 0.950723 
25 0.59 0.952625 
25 0.61 0.954403 
25 0.63 0.956069 
25 0.65 0.957632 
25 0.67 0.959102 
25 0.69 0.960488 
25 0.71 0.961795 
25 0.73 0.963031 
25 0.75 0.964202 
25 0.77 0.965311 
25 0.79 0.966365 
25 0.81 0.967367 
25 0.83 0.968321 
25 0.85 0.96923 
25 0.87 0.970097 
25 0.89 0.970925 
25 0.91 0.971717 
25 0.93 0.972475 
25 0.95 0.973202 
25 0.97 0.973898 
40 0.05 0.428733 
40 0.07 0.576563 
40 0.09 0.667329 
40 0.11 0.727445 
40 0.13 0.769947 
40 0.15 0.801517 
40 0.17 0.825869 
40 0.19 0.845213 
40 0.21 0.860945 
40 0.23 0.873989 
40 0.25 0.884977 
40 0.27 0.894359 
40 0.29 0.902464 
40 0.31 0.909534 
40 0.33 0.915757 

40 0.35 0.921275 
40 0.37 0.926202 
40 0.39 0.930627 
40 0.41 0.934625 
40 0.43 0.938253 
40 0.45 0.941561 
40 0.47 0.944589 
40 0.49 0.947372 
40 0.51 0.949938 
40 0.53 0.952311 
40 0.55 0.954513 
40 0.57 0.956561 
40 0.59 0.95847 
40 0.61 0.960255 
40 0.63 0.961928 
40 0.65 0.963498 
40 0.67 0.964974 
40 0.69 0.966366 
40 0.71 0.967679 
40 0.73 0.968921 
40 0.75 0.970096 
40 0.77 0.971211 
40 0.79 0.97227 
40 0.81 0.973276 
40 0.83 0.974234 
40 0.85 0.975147 
40 0.87 0.976019 
40 0.89 0.976851 
40 0.91 0.977647 
40 0.93 0.978409 
40 0.95 0.979138 
40 0.97 0.979838 
60 0.05 0.473011 
60 0.07 0.606294 
60 0.09 0.688521 
60 0.11 0.743295 
60 0.13 0.782179 
60 0.15 0.811147 
60 0.17 0.833539 
60 0.19 0.851356 
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60 0.21 0.865865 
60 0.23 0.877907 
60 0.25 0.888059 
60 0.27 0.896735 
60 0.29 0.904233 
60 0.31 0.910778 
60 0.33 0.91654 
60 0.35 0.921652 
60 0.37 0.926218 
60 0.39 0.930321 
60 0.41 0.934027 
60 0.43 0.937393 
60 0.45 0.940462 
60 0.47 0.943272 
60 0.49 0.945854 
60 0.51 0.948236 
60 0.53 0.950439 
60 0.55 0.952483 
60 0.57 0.954385 
60 0.59 0.956159 
60 0.61 0.957817 
60 0.63 0.95937 
60 0.65 0.960829 
60 0.67 0.962201 
60 0.69 0.963494 
60 0.71 0.964714 
60 0.73 0.965868 
60 0.75 0.966961 
60 0.77 0.967997 
60 0.79 0.968981 
60 0.81 0.969917 
60 0.83 0.970807 
60 0.85 0.971657 
60 0.87 0.972467 
60 0.89 0.973241 
60 0.91 0.973981 
60 0.93 0.974689 
60 0.95 0.975368 
60 0.97 0.976018 
80 0.05 0.508481 

80 0.07 0.621044 
80 0.09 0.691284 
80 0.11 0.738559 
80 0.13 0.772369 
80 0.15 0.797693 
80 0.17 0.817346 
80 0.19 0.833032 
80 0.21 0.845836 
80 0.23 0.856484 
80 0.25 0.865477 
80 0.27 0.873171 
80 0.29 0.879829 
80 0.31 0.885646 
80 0.33 0.890773 
80 0.35 0.895324 
80 0.37 0.899392 
80 0.39 0.903049 
80 0.41 0.906355 
80 0.43 0.909358 
80 0.45 0.912098 
80 0.47 0.914607 
80 0.49 0.916915 
80 0.51 0.919043 
80 0.53 0.921013 
80 0.55 0.922841 
80 0.57 0.924542 
80 0.59 0.926129 
80 0.61 0.927613 
80 0.63 0.929003 
80 0.65 0.930309 
80 0.67 0.931538 
80 0.69 0.932696 
80 0.71 0.933789 
80 0.73 0.934823 
80 0.75 0.935802 
80 0.77 0.93673 
80 0.79 0.937612 
80 0.81 0.938451 
80 0.83 0.939249 
80 0.85 0.940011 
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80 0.87 0.940737 
80 0.89 0.941431 
80 0.91 0.942095 
80 0.93 0.94273 
80 0.95 0.943339 
80 0.97 0.943923 
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5.2.6.  Result and Discussion 
    
 5.2.6.1 Training 
MLP neural network with 2-3-1 nodes in input, hidden and output layers using Levenberg-
Marquardt training algorithm is trained for roughly 50 epochs. Fig 5.3 shows iteration vs mean 
square errors for training and validating datasets. The minimum error for both datasets is 
approximately below 0.0006 with the best error at 0.0011.  This means the data is good enough 
to use for the training.                                                   
 
        

         
   5.2.6.2 Prediction of water activity 
 
Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.6 shows a scatter plot of the water activity predicted by the network versus 
the actual water activity, for all of the points in the training, validation and testing data 
respectively. In all cases the predicted vs expected correlation (R2) is above 0.995. 
 
Appendix A shows Java, VB.Net code generated from the trained model using the software. 
 

   Fig 5.3 Iteration vs  mean square errors  for training and validating datasets                                                   
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      Fig 5.5    Expected vs Predicted Water activity For  
                         Cross-validation Datasets with R2=0.997 
 

Fig 5.4   Expected vs Predicted Water activity For training   
               Datasets with R2=0.9961 
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 5.2.6.3 Effect of Noise on Predicted values 
       
In the error analyzer Confidence view Fig 5.7 shows with 99 % confidence the network can 
predict with +/- 0.01161 precision of water activity value. And Fig 5.8 is a scatter plot of 
Expected versus Predicted water activity with 12% noise on input data sets and the correlation 
is 0.9881. From the above result the model is not much sensitive with 12 % noise on input 
values.  

 

Fig 5.6  Expected vs Predicted Water activity For Taste 
Datasets(R2=0.9956) 
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    5.2.6.4 Discussion 

          
The main objective of this section was to develop new ANN models that could capture the 
complex relationship among Temperature, Water content and water activity in a food 
product(Roasted and ground coffee) . 
 
The ANN models developed as shown above is able to capture the complex relationship 
between temperature, Water content and water activity in Roasted and ground coffee very well, 
and generally provided a good water activity predictions to a sufficient accuracy to be used in a 
practical system for predicting its hygroscopic properties and for designing and optimizing 
operations of units for roasting, preservation, storage, packaging and mixing. 
 
Unlike most empirical formula that traditionally used for water activity prediction only at 
isothermal condition, this model can be used to predict water activity in all process temperature 
range with a very good accuracy. Accordingly, neural network model can be a best alternative 
for online prediction of water activity at different temperature in food processing.  
 

  Fig 5.7 Confidence View chart for water activity Prediction 
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cument or the summary of an interesting point. You can position the text box anywhere in the 
document. Use the Text Box Tools tab to change the formatting of the pull quote text box.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Fig 5.8 Expected vs Predicted Water activity with 12% noise   
                   on input data with R2=0.9881 
 

 

Fig 5.9 Model prediction error sensitivity of input and output       
attributes                      
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5.3 Case Study 2: Predicting Growth Rate of Listeria monocytogenes under   
        Different Temperatures and Acids 
     
The gram-positive bacterium Listeria monocytogenes is recognized as a food-borne pathogen 
with significance for humans. It is a major concern to manufacturers worldwide due to the high 
mortality rate of listeriosis in susceptible populations and to the resistance of the pathogen to a 
number of food preservation practices. In particular, the ability of the organism to grow at 
refrigeration temperatures and on dry surfaces plus its ability to tolerate acidic conditions make it 
well adapted to food environments which normally restrict bacterial growth. Consequently, 
control of this bacterium is a significant challenge for the food manufacturer.  
 
Acidification of foods with short-chain organic acids (e.g., lactic acid, acetic acid, and citric 
acid), either by fermentation or by deliberate addition, is an important and widespread 
mechanism for controlling food-borne pathogens in a variety of foods where a tendency towards 
minimal processing is observed. 
 
In this study we accessed potential application of neural network to describe the growth rate of 
L.monocytogenes at different combinations of temperature, citric acid and ascorbic acid 
concentrations. 
 
 
5.3.1 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
5.3.1.1   Datasets 
 
The data of growth responses of Listeria monocytogenes  in a laboratory medium affected by 
different condition: temperature (10°C, 15°C, 20°C, 25°C and 30°C); citric acid concentration 
(0%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3% and 0.4%) and ascorbic acid concentration (0%, 0.1%, 0.2%,0.3% and 
0.4%) , were taken from an extensive experimental study by Carrasco et al. (2005)  . 
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Table 5.2 Growth rate for Listeria monocytogenes as a function of temperature, citric acid 
(CA), ascorbic acid (AA) and pH.  
 
Temp.  
(oC)  

CA AA PH Un dissociated 
CA 

Un        
dissociated             
AA 

Gr 

10 0 0 6.41 0 0 0.0982 
10 0 0.1 5.11 0 7.20E+03 0.0927 
10 0 0.2 4.65 0 3.66E+02 0.0938 
10 0 0.3 4.1 0 1.33E+01 0.0515 
10 0 0.4 3.85 0 2.34E+01 0.0323 
10 0.1 0 5.81 1.44E+05 0 0.0637 
10 0.1 0.1 4.76 1.19E+03 1.48E+02 0.0401 
10 0.1 0.2 4.29 5.04E+03 6.78E+02 0.0221 
10 0.1 0.3 4.51 2.67E+03 7.08E+02 0.007 
10 0.1 0.4 4.38 3.92E+03 1.18E+01 0.0019 
10 0.2 0 5.22 4.14E+04 0 0.0105 
15 0 0 6.2 0 0 0.2612 
15 0 0.1 5.73 0 1.83E+03 0.1811 
15 0 0.2 5.24 0 1.09E+02 0.2549 
15 0 0.3 4.89 0 3.42E+02 0.1777 
15 0 0.4 4.64 0 7.46E+02 0.1275 
15 0.1 0 5.25 1.83E+04 0 0.1881 
15 0.1 0.1 4.92 6.70E+04 1.07E+02 0.1451 
15 0.1 0.2 4.66 1.66E+03 3.59E+02 0.1296 
15 0.1 0.3 4.51 2.67E+03 7.08E+02 0.1599 
15 0.1 0.4 4.38 3.92E+03 1.18E+01 0.0656 
15 0.2 0 4.68 3.11E+03 0 0.0931 
15 0.2 0.1 4.51 5.33E+03 2.36E+02 0.0874 
15 0.2 0.2 4.35 8.53E+03 6.18E+02 0.034 
15 0.3 0 4.38 1.18E+02 0 0.0247 
20 0 0 6.26 0 0 0.4517 
20 0 0.1 5.79 0 1.60E+03 0.3662 
20 0 0.2 5.92 0 2.38E+03 0.3426 
20 0 0.3 5.37 0 1.23E+02 0.2961 
20 0 0.4 4.62 0 7.74E+02 0.2839 
20 0.1 0 5.34 1.25E+04 0 0.322 
20 0.1 0.1 4.92 6.70E+04 1.07E+02 0.274 
20 0.1 0.2 4.64 1.77E+03 3.73E+02 0.2452 
       
20 0.1 0.3 4.46 3.10E+03 7.72E+02 0.1716 
20 0.1 0.4 4.48 2.92E+03 9.95E+02 0.078 
20 0.2 0 4.67 3.21E+03 0 0.2207 
20 0.2 0.1 4.47 6.02E+03 2.53E+02 0.1575 
20 0.2 0.2 4.38 7.83E+03 5.88E+02 0.0693 
20 0.2 0.3 4.3 9.81E+03 1.00E+01 0.0274 
20 0.3 0 4.37 1.21E+02 0 0.0553 
20 0.3 0.1 4.22 1.83E+02 3.76E+02 0.0431 
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25 0 0 6.28 0 0 0.7231 
25 0 0.1 5.7 0 1.96E+03 0.5407 
25 0 0.2 5.23 0 1.11E+02 0.5576 
25 0 0.3 4.81 0 4.02E+02 0.5057 
25 0 0.4 4.6 0 8.03E+02 0.3194 
25 0.1 0 5.16 2.65E+04 0 0.5127 
25 0.1 0.1 4.82 9.61E+04 1.31E+02 0.5248 
25 0.1 0.2 4.6 2.01E+03 4.02E+02 0.3491 
25 0.1 0.3 4.42 3.49E+03 8.26E+02 0.2516 
25 0.1 0.4 4.33 4.51E+03 1.27E+01 0.1271 
25 0.2 0 4.63 3.66E+03 0 0.1547 
25 0.2 0.1 4.45 6.39E+03 2.62E+02 0.2603 
25 0.2 0.2 4.32 9.28E+03 6.47E+02 0.1118 
25 0.2 0.3 4.21 1.25E+02 1.14E+01 0.0624 
25 0.3 0 4.32 1.39E+02 0 0.0717 
25 0.3 0.1 4.21 1.87E+02 3.81E+02 0.0549 
30 0 0 6.26 0 0 0.9598 
30 0 0.1 5.79 0 1.60E+03 0.7464 
30 0 0.2 5.92 0 2.38E+03 0.7566 
30 0 0.3 5.37 0 1.23E+02 0.6264 
30 0 0.4 4.62 0 7.74E+02 0.5686 
30 0.1 0 5.34 1.25E+04 0 0.817 
30 0.1 0.1 4.92 6.70E+04 1.07E+02 0.6654 
30 0.1 0.2 4.64 1.77E+03 3.73E+02 0.5286 
30 0.1 0.3 4.46 3.10E+03 7.72E+02 0.5496 
30 0.1 0.4 4.48 2.92E+03 9.95E+02 0.2412 
30 0.2 0 4.67 3.21E+03 0 0.5311 
30 0.2 0.1 4.47 6.02E+03 2.53E+02 0.4839 
30 0.2 0.2 4.38 7.83E+03 5.88E+02 0.2114 
30 0.2 0.3 4.3 9.81E+03 1.00E+01 0.0975 
30 0.2 0.4 4.14 1.50E+02 1.68E+01 0.0375 
30 0.3 0 4.37 1.21E+02 0 0.1811 
30 0.3 0.1 4.22 1.83E+02 3.76E+02 0.1193 
30 0.3 0.2 4.13 2.30E+02 8.51E+02 0.025 
30 0.3 0.3 4.27 1.60E+02 1.05E+01 0.0248 
30 0.3 0.4 4 3.16E+02 2.00E+01 0.0282 
30 0.4 0.2 3.96 4.63E+02 1.05E+01 0.0393 
30 0.4 0.3 3.92 5.08E+02 1.64E+01 0.0212 
30 0.4 0.4 3.87 5.68E+02 2.30E+01 0.025 

 
 
5.3.1.2 Neural Network Model 
 
A MLP network containing four layers was used. Input layer contains  six  input nodes 
corresponding to temperature,PH,citric acid concentration,ascorbic acid concentration, un 
dissociated  citric acid and undissociated ascorbic acid concentration . Hidden layers contain five 
and three hidden nodes and one output node on the output layer for Growth rate value.   
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The momentum was set to a value of 0.4 and the learning rate to 0.1 with exponential smoothing 
is enabled values produced best result. During training, the samples were split so that 50% were 
used for training, 25% were used as a validating set and the remaining 25% were set aside as a 
production (test) dataset. Training continued until the model reached convergence, which was 
established by a failure of the model to improve the minimum mean squared error on the 
validation dataset, so as to avoid over-training. 
 
5.3.2 Result and Discussion 

After approximately 1000 epoch cycles during training the network had reached a minimum 
mean squared error. The performance of the trained neural network on the training, validating 
and testing datasets is presented in figures 5.15 -5.21. Figure 5.19 illustrates the mean square 
error during training and validating. Figure 5.21 shows the network prediction is more sensitive 
for Temperatur, PH, and citric acid and ascorbic acid concentration values where as less 
sensetive to undisocciated ascorbic and citric acid concentration.  

Network performance ,estimated by linear regression between the actual and target (predicted) 
growth rate of Listeria Monocytogens  for training,validating and test datasets, indicates a 
satisfactory level of performance with an R2 value greater than 0.96 in all cases and Figure 5.20 
shows the network can predict growth rate with 95% confidence with 075.0±  error limit . This 
level of agreement is very acceptable for a production application therefore the network 
developed can be used in predicting growth rate of listeria monocytogens at different 
temperature and organic acid concenteration in a food.  

 The above result shows that neural network is capable of modelling microorganism growth rate 
in different conditions with very good accuracy and it can be the best alternative to the empirical 
and mechanistic modelling used traditionally  and  helps food processer to design appropriate 
recipe and to predict shelf life of their products.  

C++ and Matlab codes generated from the trained network are shown in Appendix B. 
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Fig 5.10 Expected vs Predicted  Growth Rate of L.M for test data set 
             With R2 value of 0.9764 
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Fig 5.12 Expected vs Predicted  Growth rate for training data set  
With R2 value of 0.9880 

Fig 5.11 Expected vs Predicted  Growth rate with 12% noise of input values  for 
test with R2 value of 0.9685 
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Fig 5.14 Iteration vs mean square errors for training and validating  
               Datasets with best Error is 0.0159                                               
 

Fig 5.13 Expected vs Predicted  Growth rate for cross-validation data set  
with R2 value of 0.9603 
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Fig 5.15 Confidence View chart for Growth Rate Prediction of L.M 
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Fig 5.16 Prediction error sensetivity to inputs and output variables  
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6.1 Introduction 
 
In food processing there are a lot of circumstances where classification is important. 
Food processor are usually use statistical methods like process control analysis (PCA) to solve 
classification problem. PCA is very good classifier for small number of classes but as the number 
of parameters used increases it is very difficult to use PCA. Control chart pattern recognition is 
one of such problem which can is hard to classify using PCA. In this chapter neural network is 
applied to classify control chart types. 
 
6-2 Control Charts 

Statistical methods have been widely applied in industrial process control, particularly in high-
volume manufacturing situations, and in those where product quality is synonymous with safety 
or reliability.  

The food processing/manufacturing industry is also involved in high-volume production, and is 
one in which product quality control is paramount, owing to the delicate and perishable nature of 
the product and the potentially severe consequences of a lapse in process control (such as 
contamination of products with pathogen).  
 
 Since 1924 when Shewhart presented the first control chart, various control chart techniques 
have been developed and applied in industrial process control. The major benfit of control 
charting is to detect the occurrence of assignable causes so that the necessary corrective action 
may be taken before a large number of nonconforming products are manufactured. Such benefits 
include accurate assessment of process capability, predictable levels of process control, timely 
detection of process drift or “special causes” of variation, quantifiable customer quality 
assurance and effective recording of quality-related data  
 
In order to use, control charts efficiently to monitor a process in real-time and to detect the 
occurrence of assignable causes, control charts should be classified into different categories (i.e. 
patterns). These patterns can indicate if the process being monitored is operating normally or if it 
shows gradual changes (trends), sudden changes (shifts) or periodic changes (cycles) (as shown 
in Figure 1). Hence, accurate classification methods are necessary for monitoring process 
effectively. There are several classification techniques, including rule-based, expert system and 

C       hapter 6 
Neural Network for Classification problem 
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             Normal Pattern        

                    
Cycle 

               
   Increasing Trend  
                

Decreasing Trend 

               
Upward Shift                            

Downward Shift 
Figure 6.1. Examples of control chart patterns 

artificial neural networks, both supervised and unsupervised types,   can be used for control chart 
pattern recognition. In this chapter multilayer perceptron is used. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

6-3.  Training and Test Data      

A total of 1200 patterns, 200 patterns in each of the six classes, were generated using the 
following equations: 
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1. Normal patterns:             

    
2. Cyclic patterns:                 

 
3.       Increasing or decreasing trends:             

 
 
4. Upwards or downwards shifts:                   

   
 
where  
 
    μ = mean value of the process variable being monitored (taken as 80 in this work) 
   σ = standard deviation of the process (taken as 5) 
  a  = amplitude of cyclic variations (taken as 15 or less) 
    g = magnitude of the gradient of the trend (taken as being in the range 0.2 to 0.5) 
   k= parameter determining the shift position (= 0 before the shift position; = 1 at     
         the shift  position and thereafter) 
   r = normally distributed random number (between – 3 and +3) 
   s = magnitude of the shift (taken as being in the range 7.5 to 20) 
   t = discrete time at which the pattern is sampled (taken as being within the range 0  
     to 59) 
  T= period of a cycle (taken as being in the range 4 to 12 sampling intervals) 
  
   y(t)= sample value at time t. 
 
Totally Six hundred patterns (100 in each class) are used for training the network, 300 patterns 
for validating and the remaining 300 patterns for production test.    
MultiLayer Perceptron with input layer contains 60 neurons, one for each point in a pattern, 
hidden layer consists of 19 neurons and output layer contains 6 neurons for the six output class 
as shown in table 6.1 to be predictedis by the model. 

sktrty   )()( ±+= σµ
                                      (6.4) 

              tgtrty   )()( ±+= σµ                               (6.3) 

)/2sin(  )()( Ttatrty πσµ ++=
                                          (5) 

 
 

σµ  )()( trty +=                                                    (6.1) 

                )/2sin(  )()( Ttatrty πσµ ++=                                       (6.2) 
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Table 6.1 Control Chart Patterns 
Pattern Class Output 

0 1 2 3 4 5 
Normal 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Cyclic 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Shift Up 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Increasing Trend 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Shift Down  4 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Decreasing Trend 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 

  
 
 
6-4 Result and Discussion 
 
Figure 6.2-6.7 shows the result obtained SPC chart classification. Figure 6.8 shows bar charts of 
classification result and some samples from Shift up, Shift down and decreasing trend type are 
recognised as other pattern however as confidence limit charts (Fig 6.2-6.7) result shows the 
network can recognize all patterns with sufficient accuracy.  
 
Control chart pattern recognition is among difficult problems to model and classify accurately. 
However, using neural network modeling, as it was shown here, it can be modeled and can be 
classified easily. One of the advantage of this is the model can be trained and used for control 
chart pattern recognition online or offline. This inturn helps food processor to understand the 
current process condition and its trend and can contol their process proactively before problem 
happens. Appendix D shows matlab code generated from trained network. 
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   Fig 6,3 Confidence Limit Chart for Cyclic type pattern prediction 
 

Fig 6.2 Confidence Limit chart for Normal type prediction 
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   Fig 6,5 Confidence Limit Chart for Increasing trend type pattern prediction 
 

   Fig 6,4 Confidence Limit Chart for Shift Up type pattern prediction 
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   Fig 6,7 Confidence Limit Chart for Decreasing trend type pattern prediction 
 

   Fig 6,6 Confidence Limit Chart for Shift Down type pattern prediction 
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Fig 6.9  Training and Validating Error curve(iteration-vs-Mean squared error)  

 Fig 6.8 The classification result of the trained network with bar  charts for production 
data set.  
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 7.1. Conclusion 
 
From results obtained the following conclusion can be drawn 
       
 Advantage of using neural network in food process industry 
       1. Predictive Neural Network Modeling allows food processer and researchers to: 

• Understand process more clearly 
• Control process more closely 
• Make prediction easily 
• Guides future improvement 

      2. Predictive Neural Network Modeling can be used to minimize run to run   
           operational variability by predicting process parameters in advance and  
           helps food processer to act on their process proactively.  This in turn  

• Increase Throughput 
• Shorter cycle times 
• Higher yields and efficiencies 
• less recycles and waste 
• less energy usage 
• fewer Lab samples 
• safer and profitable plants 

 
Choice of Training Algorithms 
 

1. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm training methods converge with few iteration 
But it takes more computational time compare to other training algorithm therefore it is 
advisable to use to train network with low dimension. 

2. Simple Backpropagation training is the fastest of all, however, it is highly dependent on 
initialized weights and Genetic training algorithm was better  
For problem with multiple local minima such as Growth rate prediction under different 
environmental condition. 
 
 

   

C       hapter 7 
ONCLUSION and FUTURE WORK  
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 Performance of the Software Developed  
1. The software does not need any programming background and its GUI is easy to 

understand and potentially can be used by any user. 
2. The software was found very fast, accurate and easily can be used in different food 

application area without any technical background compare to other free and 
commercially available software. 

3. This software is first of its type in using different data format and in exporting ability of 
trained model using different format. This makes the result obtained using this software 
to be used in different programming language and in different operating system.  
 
 

   7.2. Future work 
 

1. The software was designed to be extensible so other neural network types 
Can be developed and integrated with this software in the future. 

2. Using the trained model with this software process control optimization, best operating 
zone prediction industrial system/problem identification, process automation and other 
applications can be developed. 

3. HACCP, CIP, GMP and in others food process management problem area this software 
can be used as one tool. 

4.  Using this software one can develop online monitoring system, e- manufacturing and 
internet and intranet web service using server side(using PHP and ASP) or client 
side(using Java applet)  to give solution  for known problem. 
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Appendix A 
Code Generated using MnetSolution for Roasted Ground Coffee Water Activity Prediction 
 
Java Code 
//The code is generated by Mnet software if there is some mathematical 
//formula error please correct it 
public class  classWaterActivity 
{ 
public static void  fWaterActivity(double  Temp,double  Mw, 
                                  double  OAw //Refrenced value 
                                  ) 
{ 
//input processig 
 
double  ITemp = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (80 - (Temp)) / (80 - (20)); 
double  IMw = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (0.970000000000001 - (Mw)) / 
(0.970000000000001 - (0.05)); 
//Calculation 
double  Aw=(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + Math.exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
6.21168581416041*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + Math.exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(0.0238387110017686*ITemp+-0.389771013227258*IMw+1.8867832640859)))) - 
1))+0.397358249401182*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + Math.exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.39532913937107*ITemp+-4.30961781472384*IMw+2.7619849309024)))) - 1))+-
6.28907072776012*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + Math.exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.257559747314999*ITemp+-13.7679797484845*IMw+-17.0260718992678)))) - 1))+-
3.78405502178728)))) - 1)); 
//OutputPostProcessing 
OAw =1 - (1 -(Aw)) * (1 - (0.380032675922271)) / (1 -(-1)); 
 
} 
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VB.Net Code 
 
'The code is generated by Mnet software if there is some mathematical formula 
error please correct it 
 
Public Class  classWaterActivity 
 
Public Sub New(ByVal  Temp As Double,ByVal  Mw As Double,ByRef   OAwAs 
Double) 
'input processig 
 
Dim   ITemp  As Double 
Dim   IMw  As Double 
ITemp = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (80 - (Temp)) / (80 - (20)) 
IMw = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (0.970000000000001 - (Mw)) / (0.970000000000001 - 
(0.05)) 
'Calculation 
Dim   Aw  As Double 
Aw=(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + Math.Exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
6.21168581416041*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + Math.Exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(0.0238387110017686*ITemp+-0.389771013227258*IMw+1.8867832640859)))) - 
1))+0.397358249401182*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + Math.Exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.39532913937107*ITemp+-4.30961781472384*IMw+2.7619849309024)))) - 1))+-
6.28907072776012*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + Math.Exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.257559747314999*ITemp+-13.7679797484845*IMw+-17.0260718992678)))) - 1))+-
3.78405502178728)))) - 1)) 
'OutputPostProcessing 
OAw =1 - (1 -(Aw)) * (1 - (0.380032675922271)) / (1 -(-1)) 
 
End Sub 
End Class 
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Appendix B 
Code Generated usingy MnetSolution Software for the trained neural network of growth rate 
prediction of Listeria Monocytogens  
 
 
C++ Code 
/******************************************************************* * 
The code is generated by Mnet software if there is some mathematical formula 
error please correct it 
*******************************************************************/ 
#include <math.h> 
#include<iostream.h> 
 
public  void  fLMGrowthRate(double  Temperature, 
double  CA,double  AA,double  PH,double  UndissociatedCA,double  
UndissociatedAA, double & OGr) 
{ 
 
//input processing 
 
double  ITemperature = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (30 - (Temperature)) / (30 - (10)); 
double  ICA = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (0.4 - (CA)) / (0.4 - (0)); 
double  IAA = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (0.4 - (AA)) / (0.4 - (0)); 
double  IPH = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (6.41 - (PH)) / (6.41 - (3.85)); 
double  IUndissociatedCA = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (144000 - (UndissociatedCA)) / 
(144000 - (0)); 
double  IUndissociatedAA = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (7200 - (UndissociatedAA)) / 
(7200 - (0)); 
 
//Calculation 
 
double  Gr=(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(0.17648296196591*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.720495670767835*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(1.46601585626586*ITemperature+-0.89560583443862*ICA+-3.7602379026137*IAA+-
0.0356474602248995*IPH+-
0.947278583135634*IUndissociatedCA+0.757593494578325*IUndissociatedAA+0.95841
3289321913)))) - 1))+1.31425151606166*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-0.966767983220117*ITemperature+-
0.846867903306531*ICA+0.0676568412187436*IAA+3.07894216320253*IPH+-
0.938792540797058*IUndissociatedCA+-
1.15232593385949*IUndissociatedAA+1.34272138006118)))) - 1))+-
0.452908313795271*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
1.41941870345446*ITemperature+1.16279913789583*ICA+-
2.01732346479018*IAA+0.296493101083747*IPH+-
0.373448146043515*IUndissociatedCA+1.02413450056672*IUndissociatedAA+-
0.155866934133559)))) - 1))+-1.18135027304634*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-
0.629442829289844*ITemperature+0.704427382345398*ICA+0.0588772967303736*IAA+1
.69310180665365*IPH+-0.687130191233356*IUndissociatedCA+-
0.92577124862468*IUndissociatedAA+2.49494111872608)))) - 1))+-
0.0477490120633962*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(0.703933982820287*ITemperature+0.506691254323379*ICA+-
2.5973087599875*IAA+0.620152610632877*IPH+0.0411062986482837*IUndissociatedCA
+0.820490198163414*IUndissociatedAA+-2.38535305124308)))) - 
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1))+1.86000542780358)))) - 1))+-1.73040973861595*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-0.356534316855029*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (1.46601585626586*ITemperature+-0.89560583443862*ICA+-
3.7602379026137*IAA+-0.0356474602248995*IPH+-
0.947278583135634*IUndissociatedCA+0.757593494578325*IUndissociatedAA+0.95841
3289321913)))) - 1))+-1.6588763741341*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-0.966767983220117*ITemperature+-
0.846867903306531*ICA+0.0676568412187436*IAA+3.07894216320253*IPH+-
0.938792540797058*IUndissociatedCA+-
1.15232593385949*IUndissociatedAA+1.34272138006118)))) - 
1))+1.7723426220587*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
1.41941870345446*ITemperature+1.16279913789583*ICA+-
2.01732346479018*IAA+0.296493101083747*IPH+-
0.373448146043515*IUndissociatedCA+1.02413450056672*IUndissociatedAA+-
0.155866934133559)))) - 1))+1.621274023072*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-
0.629442829289844*ITemperature+0.704427382345398*ICA+0.0588772967303736*IAA+1
.69310180665365*IPH+-0.687130191233356*IUndissociatedCA+-
0.92577124862468*IUndissociatedAA+2.49494111872608)))) - 1))+-
1.7159674033521*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(0.703933982820287*ITemperature+0.506691254323379*ICA+-
2.5973087599875*IAA+0.620152610632877*IPH+0.0411062986482837*IUndissociatedCA
+0.820490198163414*IUndissociatedAA+-2.38535305124308)))) - 
1))+0.545233201568719)))) - 1))+-0.532941271015748*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-1.06090644935314*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (1.46601585626586*ITemperature+-0.89560583443862*ICA+-
3.7602379026137*IAA+-0.0356474602248995*IPH+-
0.947278583135634*IUndissociatedCA+0.757593494578325*IUndissociatedAA+0.95841
3289321913)))) - 1))+2.14230959577934*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-0.966767983220117*ITemperature+-
0.846867903306531*ICA+0.0676568412187436*IAA+3.07894216320253*IPH+-
0.938792540797058*IUndissociatedCA+-
1.15232593385949*IUndissociatedAA+1.34272138006118)))) - 1))+-
0.783462253342859*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
1.41941870345446*ITemperature+1.16279913789583*ICA+-
2.01732346479018*IAA+0.296493101083747*IPH+-
0.373448146043515*IUndissociatedCA+1.02413450056672*IUndissociatedAA+-
0.155866934133559)))) - 1))+-1.97342686105775*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-
0.629442829289844*ITemperature+0.704427382345398*ICA+0.0588772967303736*IAA+1
.69310180665365*IPH+-0.687130191233356*IUndissociatedCA+-
0.92577124862468*IUndissociatedAA+2.49494111872608)))) - 
1))+0.992334042127384*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(0.703933982820287*ITemperature+0.506691254323379*ICA+-
2.5973087599875*IAA+0.620152610632877*IPH+0.0411062986482837*IUndissociatedCA
+0.820490198163414*IUndissociatedAA+-2.38535305124308)))) - 
1))+0.0418942912818594)))) - 1))+-0.0754920753726683)))) - 1)); 
 
 
//OutputPostProcessing 
 
OGr =0.9598 - (1 -(Gr)) * (0.9598 - (0.0019)) / (1 -(-1)); 
 
return ; 
} 
 
/*******************************************************************/ 
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Matlab Code 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
%The code is generated by Mnet software if there is some mathematical 
%formula error please correct it 
 
 
function[OGr]=LMGrowthRate(Temperature,CA,AA,PH,UndissociatedCA,Undissociated
AA) 
%input processig 
ITemperature = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (30 - (Temperature)) / (30 - (10)); 
ICA = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (0.4 - (CA)) / (0.4 - (0)); 
IAA = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (0.4 - (AA)) / (0.4 - (0)); 
IPH = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (6.41 - (PH)) / (6.41 - (3.85)); 
IUndissociatedCA = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (144000 - (UndissociatedCA)) / (144000 - 
(0)); 
IUndissociatedAA = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (7200 - (UndissociatedAA)) / (7200 - 
(0)); 
%Calculation 
Gr=(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (0.17648296196591*(1.716 * 
((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-0.720495670767835*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + 
exp(-0.666666666666667 * (1.46601585626586*ITemperature+-
0.89560583443862*ICA+-3.7602379026137*IAA+-0.0356474602248995*IPH+-
0.947278583135634*IUndissociatedCA+0.757593494578325*IUndissociatedAA+0.95841
3289321913)))) - 1))+1.31425151606166*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-0.966767983220117*ITemperature+-
0.846867903306531*ICA+0.0676568412187436*IAA+3.07894216320253*IPH+-
0.938792540797058*IUndissociatedCA+-
1.15232593385949*IUndissociatedAA+1.34272138006118)))) - 1))+-
0.452908313795271*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
1.41941870345446*ITemperature+1.16279913789583*ICA+-
2.01732346479018*IAA+0.296493101083747*IPH+-
0.373448146043515*IUndissociatedCA+1.02413450056672*IUndissociatedAA+-
0.155866934133559)))) - 1))+-1.18135027304634*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-
0.629442829289844*ITemperature+0.704427382345398*ICA+0.0588772967303736*IAA+1
.69310180665365*IPH+-0.687130191233356*IUndissociatedCA+-
0.92577124862468*IUndissociatedAA+2.49494111872608)))) - 1))+-
0.0477490120633962*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(0.703933982820287*ITemperature+0.506691254323379*ICA+-
2.5973087599875*IAA+0.620152610632877*IPH+0.0411062986482837*IUndissociatedCA
+0.820490198163414*IUndissociatedAA+-2.38535305124308)))) - 
1))+1.86000542780358)))) - 1))+-1.73040973861595*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-0.356534316855029*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (1.46601585626586*ITemperature+-0.89560583443862*ICA+-
3.7602379026137*IAA+-0.0356474602248995*IPH+-
0.947278583135634*IUndissociatedCA+0.757593494578325*IUndissociatedAA+0.95841
3289321913)))) - 1))+-1.6588763741341*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-0.966767983220117*ITemperature+-
0.846867903306531*ICA+0.0676568412187436*IAA+3.07894216320253*IPH+-
0.938792540797058*IUndissociatedCA+-
1.15232593385949*IUndissociatedAA+1.34272138006118)))) - 
1))+1.7723426220587*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
1.41941870345446*ITemperature+1.16279913789583*ICA+-
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2.01732346479018*IAA+0.296493101083747*IPH+-
0.373448146043515*IUndissociatedCA+1.02413450056672*IUndissociatedAA+-
0.155866934133559)))) - 1))+1.621274023072*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-
0.629442829289844*ITemperature+0.704427382345398*ICA+0.0588772967303736*IAA+1
.69310180665365*IPH+-0.687130191233356*IUndissociatedCA+-
0.92577124862468*IUndissociatedAA+2.49494111872608)))) - 1))+-
1.7159674033521*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(0.703933982820287*ITemperature+0.506691254323379*ICA+-
2.5973087599875*IAA+0.620152610632877*IPH+0.0411062986482837*IUndissociatedCA
+0.820490198163414*IUndissociatedAA+-2.38535305124308)))) - 
1))+0.545233201568719)))) - 1))+-0.532941271015748*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-1.06090644935314*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (1.46601585626586*ITemperature+-0.89560583443862*ICA+-
3.7602379026137*IAA+-0.0356474602248995*IPH+-
0.947278583135634*IUndissociatedCA+0.757593494578325*IUndissociatedAA+0.95841
3289321913)))) - 1))+2.14230959577934*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-0.966767983220117*ITemperature+-
0.846867903306531*ICA+0.0676568412187436*IAA+3.07894216320253*IPH+-
0.938792540797058*IUndissociatedCA+-
1.15232593385949*IUndissociatedAA+1.34272138006118)))) - 1))+-
0.783462253342859*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
1.41941870345446*ITemperature+1.16279913789583*ICA+-
2.01732346479018*IAA+0.296493101083747*IPH+-
0.373448146043515*IUndissociatedCA+1.02413450056672*IUndissociatedAA+-
0.155866934133559)))) - 1))+-1.97342686105775*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-
0.629442829289844*ITemperature+0.704427382345398*ICA+0.0588772967303736*IAA+1
.69310180665365*IPH+-0.687130191233356*IUndissociatedCA+-
0.92577124862468*IUndissociatedAA+2.49494111872608)))) - 
1))+0.992334042127384*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(0.703933982820287*ITemperature+0.506691254323379*ICA+-
2.5973087599875*IAA+0.620152610632877*IPH+0.0411062986482837*IUndissociatedCA
+0.820490198163414*IUndissociatedAA+-2.38535305124308)))) - 
1))+0.0418942912818594)))) - 1))+-0.0754920753726683)))) - 1)); 
%OutputPostProcessing 
OGr =0.9598 - (1 -(Gr)) * (0.9598 - (0.0019)) / (1 -(-1)); 
 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
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Appendix C 
Matlab code generated by MnetSolution for the neural network for control chart pattern 
recognition 
 
%The code is generated by Mnet software if there is some mathematical formula 
%error please correct it 
 
 
function[OO_0,OO_1,OO_2,OO_3,OO_4,OO_5]=ControlChart(T0,T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,
T8,T9,T10,T11,T12,T13,T14,T15,T16,T17,T18,T19,T20,T21,T22,T23,T24,T25,T26,T27
,T28,T29,T30,T31,T32,T33,T34,T35,T36,T37,T38,T39,T40,T41,T42,T43,T44,T45,T46,
T47,T48,T49,T50,T51,T52,T53,T54,T55,T56,T57,T58,T59) 
%input processig 
IT0 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (36.0272 - (T0)) / (36.0272 - (24.0033)); 
IT1 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (43.6161 - (T1)) / (43.6161 - (23.512)); 
IT2 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (48.2963 - (T2)) / (48.2963 - (23.285)); 
IT3 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (49.9508 - (T3)) / (49.9508 - (23.0945)); 
IT4 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (49.524 - (T4)) / (49.524 - (22.4996)); 
IT5 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (46.6013 - (T5)) / (46.6013 - (22.1189)); 
IT6 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (42.4937 - (T6)) / (42.4937 - (16.2863)); 
IT7 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (38.4835 - (T7)) / (38.4835 - (13.0016)); 
IT8 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (39.5308 - (T8)) / (39.5308 - (11.79)); 
IT9 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (40.1439 - (T9)) / (40.1439 - (9.3816)); 
IT10 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (40.0655 - (T10)) / (40.0655 - (12.1574)); 
IT11 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (40.7698 - (T11)) / (40.7698 - (9.80804)); 
IT12 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (47.244 - (T12)) / (47.244 - (12.8942)); 
IT13 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (50.1312 - (T13)) / (50.1312 - (16.2949)); 
IT14 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (50.1125 - (T14)) / (50.1125 - (18.1205)); 
IT15 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (48.7631 - (T15)) / (48.7631 - (17.7319)); 
IT16 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (49.2307 - (T16)) / (49.2307 - (16.4883)); 
IT17 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (49.4517 - (T17)) / (49.4517 - (15.0891)); 
IT18 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (49.5643 - (T18)) / (49.5643 - (11.7988)); 
IT19 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (49.1555 - (T19)) / (49.1555 - (11.5428)); 
IT20 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (53.2196 - (T20)) / (53.2196 - (11.399)); 
IT21 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (53.8476 - (T21)) / (53.8476 - (9.39669)); 
IT22 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (51.3531 - (T22)) / (51.3531 - (8.8783)); 
IT23 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (52.8997 - (T23)) / (52.8997 - (9.59991)); 
IT24 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (55.4924 - (T24)) / (55.4924 - (7.9059)); 
IT25 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (54.5152 - (T25)) / (54.5152 - (6.08339)); 
IT26 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (55.5783 - (T26)) / (55.5783 - (6.62394)); 
IT27 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (52.2425 - (T27)) / (52.2425 - (9.95838)); 
IT28 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (54.7745 - (T28)) / (54.7745 - (9.09692)); 
IT29 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (53.4238 - (T29)) / (53.4238 - (4.45398)); 
IT30 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (52.5608 - (T30)) / (52.5608 - (4.46316)); 
IT31 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (55.6582 - (T31)) / (55.6582 - (5.0015)); 
IT32 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (55.4592 - (T32)) / (55.4592 - (5.53103)); 
IT33 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (54.2151 - (T33)) / (54.2151 - (5.53297)); 
IT34 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (54.8607 - (T34)) / (54.8607 - (5.96756)); 
IT35 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (54.5889 - (T35)) / (54.5889 - (7.31679)); 
IT36 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (53.9254 - (T36)) / (53.9254 - (4.69965)); 
IT37 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (53.9679 - (T37)) / (53.9679 - (5.2627)); 
IT38 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (54.8254 - (T38)) / (54.8254 - (6.25941)); 
IT39 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (55.1479 - (T39)) / (55.1479 - (6.12791)); 
IT40 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (53.529 - (T40)) / (53.529 - (5.97417)); 
IT41 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (55.9336 - (T41)) / (55.9336 - (3.63517)); 
IT42 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (55.4828 - (T42)) / (55.4828 - (4.75046)); 
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IT43 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (55.9922 - (T43)) / (55.9922 - (2.91175)); 
IT44 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (55.8376 - (T44)) / (55.8376 - (3.56604)); 
IT45 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (57.6819 - (T45)) / (57.6819 - (1.79781)); 
IT46 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (58.6001 - (T46)) / (58.6001 - (1.29287)); 
IT47 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (57.6687 - (T47)) / (57.6687 - (1.34743)); 
IT48 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (57.2922 - (T48)) / (57.2922 - (0.641311)); 
IT49 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (58.2838 - (T49)) / (58.2838 - (0.280929)); 
IT50 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (59.0165 - (T50)) / (59.0165 - (0.575556)); 
IT51 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (59.0133 - (T51)) / (59.0133 - (-1.11585)); 
IT52 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (60.0089 - (T52)) / (60.0089 - (0.0781684)); 
IT53 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (61.0191 - (T53)) / (61.0191 - (-1.94763)); 
IT54 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (61.1162 - (T54)) / (61.1162 - (-1.39903)); 
IT55 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (62.1838 - (T55)) / (62.1838 - (-2.05036)); 
IT56 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (62.8526 - (T56)) / (62.8526 - (-3.78936)); 
IT57 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (60.5389 - (T57)) / (60.5389 - (-1.56456)); 
IT58 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (63.8281 - (T58)) / (63.8281 - (-1.59294)); 
IT59 = 1 - (1 - (-1)) * (61.707 - (T59)) / (61.707 - (-5.11493)); 
%Calculation 
O_0=(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (0.00224220880478858*(1.716 
* ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.262094720540371*IT0+0.996049864520184*IT1+-
0.30449714398539*IT2+0.0981978765861119*IT3+-
0.59395912910041*IT4+2.09909319666383*IT5+0.512769286619276*IT6+-
1.62865967087349*IT7+0.606286567899325*IT8+1.44458023786312*IT9+-
2.11559882631875*IT10+-0.601188960672366*IT11+1.04370707617175*IT12+-
0.711567594740384*IT13+-1.93749974459175*IT14+0.679223593125847*IT15+-
0.0735495303757911*IT16+0.605387475823848*IT17+0.239065951363635*IT18+-
0.920309179208377*IT19+1.06794081886681*IT20+1.33398683960258*IT21+-
1.2887137692928*IT22+0.339891943560648*IT23+-
0.693383085976757*IT24+2.20216913204885*IT25+-1.03488967962754*IT26+-
2.22536460970455*IT27+1.27453493944308*IT28+-
0.167063498382923*IT29+0.690158287392962*IT30+-2.44933356441929*IT31+-
0.0807108165131625*IT32+0.920242423442428*IT33+-
0.130446119146569*IT34+0.319666419998789*IT35+-
0.829245583752188*IT36+0.0167424879956044*IT37+2.84878055254162*IT38+-
0.644829469297751*IT39+0.352443478396351*IT40+-
1.70928422270057*IT41+1.83444344891326*IT42+1.14364651152567*IT43+-
2.15310482264335*IT44+0.591523671994146*IT45+-
0.396926587306474*IT46+1.40719378131533*IT47+-1.11753903642412*IT48+-
1.01059406534583*IT49+0.933892270233615*IT50+-
0.141119819328687*IT51+0.289492972749888*IT52+0.0339969259692283*IT53+-
0.786306129135985*IT54+1.27635839195045*IT55+0.803023242872272*IT56+-
1.69262742786879*IT57+0.563037944527001*IT58+-
0.416692834965442*IT59+2.72210651903612)))) - 1))+-1.26759392430414*(1.716 * 
((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-0.870960239657815*IT0+-
0.772284290288722*IT1+1.81942647872799*IT2+-
0.654623903899175*IT3+0.429787538774725*IT4+-
1.75773302335398*IT5+0.482627534360475*IT6+-0.893543042661619*IT7+-
0.348911907128277*IT8+-0.882071101562622*IT9+0.57810096381439*IT10+-
1.06704476156757*IT11+-0.540148890612506*IT12+1.26506792759192*IT13+-
1.12107456746569*IT14+-1.26172044528779*IT15+0.608659253521175*IT16+-
1.02368555482212*IT17+1.32698137827003*IT18+-
1.34488188533687*IT19+0.762625619880774*IT20+1.74064451745848*IT21+-
0.751577187169825*IT22+-0.662228274149643*IT23+1.35097283902578*IT24+-
0.905404308121919*IT25+-1.07252717761642*IT26+-
0.851087611119496*IT27+0.893219752270615*IT28+-0.202287831207878*IT29+-
1.70133016714048*IT30+0.413235447406228*IT31+0.490326288434516*IT32+-
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1.85800949219034*IT33+-0.968374736919093*IT34+-
1.68043934894781*IT35+1.13998085735666*IT36+-2.01626809791639*IT37+-
2.42640775039079*IT38+-0.790562663364902*IT39+-0.340850341174153*IT40+-
3.4994632116345*IT41+-0.944212699085958*IT42+-1.34452730891787*IT43+-
1.31440013951267*IT44+0.0912995856115641*IT45+-2.73335651567746*IT46+-
2.09870113582017*IT47+-2.20000759512166*IT48+1.10397593128852*IT49+-
1.99733511455324*IT50+-0.784669550367887*IT51+-
2.78424622932435*IT52+0.575381692663612*IT53+-1.32283903383411*IT54+-
1.06751333424993*IT55+-3.70474154200685*IT56+-0.61457961452818*IT57+-
2.3278261020781*IT58+-1.42669528100448*IT59+-4.51045587266125)))) - 
1))+1.2495411509044*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.802482754416129*IT0+-1.30394555024159*IT1+0.679210366358399*IT2+-
1.71567742099304*IT3+-1.85184531560097*IT4+-
1.98469351817993*IT5+1.23025288688554*IT6+2.25633155875331*IT7+-
0.157182360778238*IT8+1.45207766553673*IT9+1.42570279344221*IT10+1.7278954140
4793*IT11+-0.315891328465366*IT12+-1.49078837576364*IT13+-
0.471643159054119*IT14+-1.47707604488966*IT15+-3.03427118574328*IT16+-
0.25298748906256*IT17+0.372036994042645*IT18+0.258156098524551*IT19+-
0.756187767334781*IT20+-0.0993746957008187*IT21+0.741153659356407*IT22+-
1.36131154437169*IT23+-1.40454919675348*IT24+0.792768225416477*IT25+-
1.0925841513992*IT26+-0.902619040469906*IT27+-
2.26782682986678*IT28+0.294760364569652*IT29+-
0.668636822860902*IT30+0.0192846398080132*IT31+-2.32986767047434*IT32+-
2.26460268910014*IT33+-0.747901610604894*IT34+-1.05359362917656*IT35+-
0.392640680440868*IT36+-1.81270494453189*IT37+-0.878595999816503*IT38+-
1.58648291288482*IT39+1.35291870459441*IT40+-1.52241149800174*IT41+-
0.864017989798351*IT42+-3.20782324344578*IT43+-0.0304313424807235*IT44+-
0.577317344177945*IT45+-3.13449519362981*IT46+-
1.7235284972432*IT47+0.712830606058388*IT48+-1.63199784645615*IT49+-
2.36602547345194*IT50+-0.327411317105111*IT51+-
1.01623378179876*IT52+0.31037986032769*IT53+-1.06136101521298*IT54+-
1.89405869686555*IT55+0.0693650158703502*IT56+0.185830873251813*IT57+-
2.0975518311021*IT58+0.141113469532974*IT59+-0.858232794801221)))) - 1))+-
2.02082901861678)))) - 1)); 
O_1=(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-1.19786140925214*(1.716 * 
((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (0.668933739204522*IT0+-
2.65888093646681*IT1+-3.65465929752163*IT2+-1.93036635664018*IT3+-
2.73633564145381*IT4+-1.00588312982172*IT5+-
2.389807110373*IT6+1.55057444824384*IT7+2.47041762838096*IT8+2.11275135686198
*IT9+2.41609380811561*IT10+0.381157871941382*IT11+0.616823431230951*IT12+1.73
247023721255*IT13+-1.71218222691253*IT14+-1.68274998937182*IT15+-
2.50965248547941*IT16+0.947823951029329*IT17+0.545338165854756*IT18+-
1.68133444169892*IT19+1.04385546727433*IT20+-
0.275230660904629*IT21+1.22228535483095*IT22+-1.11206265782165*IT23+-
0.775380926945083*IT24+0.143413151721578*IT25+-
0.319157980755678*IT26+0.880036143787503*IT27+0.367042133772772*IT28+-
0.303246926205229*IT29+1.94533965976718*IT30+0.512745564085035*IT31+-
2.21581178176591*IT32+0.123987900886571*IT33+-
0.983680028781957*IT34+1.24873805899565*IT35+-1.56144535428296*IT36+-
1.24679989276978*IT37+2.09645693473081*IT38+-0.350201017650169*IT39+-
1.80094475113453*IT40+1.01331992085811*IT41+0.125591414973251*IT42+0.31274235
3022025*IT43+-0.613296460491964*IT44+-0.198306017804525*IT45+-
0.971615180521295*IT46+0.439595494336747*IT47+1.53164498423367*IT48+-
1.11728821201572*IT49+-0.223883296883081*IT50+-
0.909230149618228*IT51+2.33977055206849*IT52+-
0.556718796217599*IT53+0.766278940300372*IT54+-
1.55926147263008*IT55+1.41570552383727*IT56+1.43639492237727*IT57+-
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1.35611615665251*IT58+-0.187067692079737*IT59+1.24691902575834)))) - 1))+-
0.022537351304855*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.183874613866632*IT0+0.151191005800356*IT1+0.341295258547449*IT2+3.501553703
91601*IT3+0.790407602396336*IT4+-
1.17974608965538*IT5+1.2094485239587*IT6+1.13546068313151*IT7+-
2.13428657109488*IT8+0.109530427802451*IT9+-
1.00520182723099*IT10+1.55514853466485*IT11+-1.00187141192726*IT12+-
1.45871525724096*IT13+1.16675549797326*IT14+0.0986380920605527*IT15+-
3.15045787269104*IT16+0.228108683667355*IT17+-
0.526954487144608*IT18+0.627322837407414*IT19+0.928478276021725*IT20+-
1.29788106120261*IT21+0.430234136984786*IT22+-
0.500680229999326*IT23+2.41624297642458*IT24+-0.955222540643092*IT25+-
1.57794154996906*IT26+1.68317052724642*IT27+-
0.287361350139241*IT28+0.754202528487188*IT29+-
2.82163422811765*IT30+0.442797770651639*IT31+-
0.23511712492269*IT32+0.990125648207487*IT33+-0.78160276119648*IT34+-
0.144931417324022*IT35+-
0.137674387555649*IT36+0.0829487376325289*IT37+2.67221191804975*IT38+-
0.594011780579764*IT39+0.0446983458062009*IT40+-
1.19683761414843*IT41+1.94503216266337*IT42+0.814571797737971*IT43+-
2.07564725518899*IT44+0.818622172215653*IT45+-
0.28980539523228*IT46+1.61227065886442*IT47+-1.57721694273181*IT48+-
1.03006905543773*IT49+1.29429287971726*IT50+-0.432160843188385*IT51+-
2.03441722154991*IT52+-
0.0146930341771195*IT53+1.12846552029448*IT54+0.39184851370973*IT55+-
1.33715814053171*IT56+0.706318275804492*IT57+1.82909769906666*IT58+-
1.47240019635243*IT59+-1.32640511290697)))) - 1))+0.00238693633519116*(1.716 
* ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (2.00343157392035*IT0+-
0.690643533389279*IT1+0.200550424585738*IT2+-
2.37984803182701*IT3+0.885814235467875*IT4+0.768603579726307*IT5+-
1.87374443615464*IT6+-
0.139766577768157*IT7+0.323002491424293*IT8+0.141586699698761*IT9+1.089367376
40124*IT10+-0.822216229691367*IT11+0.197272356926552*IT12+-
0.664035912192296*IT13+2.76298256263239*IT14+-
0.554611695745621*IT15+0.417915379678217*IT16+-
1.82704676285807*IT17+1.38715769700609*IT18+1.25221129761344*IT19+-
2.2019304362535*IT20+-0.57441122225648*IT21+1.42542459017673*IT22+-
0.709665211970785*IT23+-0.950946368707277*IT24+0.44830065450974*IT25+-
0.0197911361757799*IT26+3.59161072173666*IT27+0.22580536217272*IT28+-
1.09403074894206*IT29+1.28123998412073*IT30+1.23002005388654*IT31+-
1.67387022475249*IT32+0.57321593521392*IT33+-
0.559414433109167*IT34+2.10954862822472*IT35+-1.11145284051604*IT36+-
1.60343115570895*IT37+1.35902597325934*IT38+-
0.289537558606302*IT39+0.396143733079941*IT40+-3.37672075510746*IT41+-
0.101662762785564*IT42+0.345536159054656*IT43+0.0492737612822968*IT44+0.44845
4089367792*IT45+-
0.969708478486434*IT46+0.364711704287759*IT47+2.61879619302204*IT48+-
0.928103284727875*IT49+-1.3418777562969*IT50+1.95525661326156*IT51+-
0.261464817077029*IT52+0.839481294787003*IT53+-
2.40995449000696*IT54+0.803255887598575*IT55+-
0.317213778137638*IT56+1.2942210532928*IT57+-1.42652191341376*IT58+-
0.610721233432381*IT59+0.917202015422143)))) - 1))+0.0187027164532107)))) - 
1)); 
O_2=(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-0.0210228255631845*(1.716 
* ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * 
(0.0720358535617174*IT0+0.872174830660979*IT1+0.874054875803033*IT2+-
0.341218144293491*IT3+1.51095793322756*IT4+0.810443708316369*IT5+-
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1.60176363336998*IT6+0.314633244252008*IT7+1.14939282272025*IT8+-
1.91500626037641*IT9+-1.24916058504083*IT10+1.03756872956378*IT11+-
1.07199524980197*IT12+-2.39375244534687*IT13+-0.213796808615467*IT14+-
0.635177856928111*IT15+-0.786948536327394*IT16+-0.393301437053458*IT17+-
1.49626555258404*IT18+-0.55407145653798*IT19+1.15713804398039*IT20+-
1.3251839451021*IT21+0.114653477562076*IT22+-
0.728635706868246*IT23+2.44204885526442*IT24+-
0.605257809705792*IT25+0.63479696917428*IT26+-
1.96931620464292*IT27+1.30161596429738*IT28+1.34050568415062*IT29+-
2.04801306732182*IT30+-
0.0959914045823524*IT31+1.12774391056837*IT32+0.0666163585447964*IT33+0.52174
715812375*IT34+0.230135746637319*IT35+0.545063983579533*IT36+3.4528364120235*
IT37+-0.0274670734805364*IT38+0.999768911654123*IT39+-
1.02542615748612*IT40+1.86433357146842*IT41+1.57761997217962*IT42+-
1.60732406838147*IT43+0.886775459007308*IT44+-
0.327830712717842*IT45+2.11158690868438*IT46+-0.923798870556439*IT47+-
1.24425413523578*IT48+1.02382428608331*IT49+-0.123885084867309*IT50+-
4.12224976680887*IT51+0.0558631894376526*IT52+-
0.596136893689995*IT53+0.779978048903194*IT54+0.849274659457519*IT55+-
1.67121521262944*IT56+0.668033651861968*IT57+-
0.515131519804244*IT58+2.29985792054684*IT59+-0.605860457986998)))) - 
1))+0.0596690245438584*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.876947448484992*IT0+1.3700697790709*IT1+-
0.980808472453612*IT2+0.24048876200624*IT3+-
2.67485584552476*IT4+0.110037200042532*IT5+-
0.258225318418827*IT6+1.10654706408069*IT7+-0.777996113865098*IT8+-
0.0212871041138001*IT9+-
0.411037872543453*IT10+0.536100978148222*IT11+2.43993604352934*IT12+-
1.08376007282555*IT13+-1.0899544746972*IT14+2.14857483009734*IT15+-
0.348659937420824*IT16+0.654974820203261*IT17+-
2.1773395104732*IT18+1.12659790246108*IT19+-
0.2791723745549*IT20+1.02490662756643*IT21+-1.86385224266*IT22+-
1.13483661271597*IT23+0.778151581624193*IT24+-0.598395307581991*IT25+-
1.59727907543654*IT26+-
0.083576620878347*IT27+1.31559685998049*IT28+0.305428100565017*IT29+-
1.378311853246*IT30+0.675437868106261*IT31+1.71274728228556*IT32+-
1.41982117500809*IT33+0.0605403632625203*IT34+-
1.13114213391953*IT35+1.84052390876322*IT36+-0.941665567610342*IT37+-
2.23246128722538*IT38+0.699499651144933*IT39+-
0.190792503153105*IT40+0.557918573244541*IT41+-2.33623045866882*IT42+-
0.233580685204645*IT43+0.0339832417884904*IT44+0.81053920916859*IT45+-
1.12842315285469*IT46+0.148669246071711*IT47+-
0.582834237495166*IT48+2.70121137151054*IT49+-
0.78780861352372*IT50+0.230932348000093*IT51+-
1.7020239427244*IT52+1.47253297164982*IT53+1.13144200580004*IT54+-
2.41612763851517*IT55+0.38428235762823*IT56+-
0.555569585758103*IT57+1.25594575634609*IT58+-
0.915618925993851*IT59+0.176650756043452)))) - 1))+1.25824006922149*(1.716 * 
((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.262758284133364*IT0+0.835765772607252*IT1+1.13857662012897*IT2+0.1040598706
77559*IT3+0.252101689767477*IT4+0.83740106288605*IT5+1.48338748033666*IT6+0.4
14125410979685*IT7+2.08866735735212*IT8+0.635419517643986*IT9+4.2123160742017
3*IT10+0.93049550342344*IT11+2.332874927759*IT12+3.08545285136941*IT13+4.7201
3401538929*IT14+0.778787008522595*IT15+1.35942305724656*IT16+2.98141718618223
*IT17+3.23733721328113*IT18+3.78358800190504*IT19+2.45586659999646*IT20+1.593
72733949496*IT21+-0.160154046400129*IT22+-
0.855010437637106*IT23+1.73040780560504*IT24+0.646473445964022*IT25+-
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0.346279425880655*IT26+-1.5711162444286*IT27+0.783752262043699*IT28+-
1.83974251410408*IT29+0.458521461920574*IT30+-2.28711198929434*IT31+-
0.170501847630274*IT32+0.67076749489304*IT33+-
0.885231179783814*IT34+0.366657896606146*IT35+-
0.156800972498759*IT36+0.548031095051896*IT37+-
0.553348945899761*IT38+0.00507815859179794*IT39+0.465392819399563*IT40+-
2.73728558598796*IT41+-0.664669644535456*IT42+0.831941569284743*IT43+-
2.59919469509227*IT44+-1.42492767393675*IT45+0.198988071832683*IT46+-
0.400961051554504*IT47+-
1.27633516400718*IT48+1.45278435775447*IT49+0.67469233642412*IT50+-
0.0403128995335953*IT51+2.1896270637728*IT52+0.877214696588988*IT53+2.3221188
8783141*IT54+3.17009460024782*IT55+1.41961823100803*IT56+0.916503856525019*IT
57+0.129386150891267*IT58+3.25401539324685*IT59+-6.12599817497873)))) - 
1))+0.0390403602733117)))) - 1)); 
O_3=(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (1.33184087541024*(1.716 * 
((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (0.601665595128137*IT0+-
1.13637480159152*IT1+0.0649583817602284*IT2+-
1.75765044685344*IT3+0.781114399064413*IT4+-
1.35236903437645*IT5+0.045798866156027*IT6+-0.878159180239131*IT7+-
1.40474938691059*IT8+-3.10552424758083*IT9+-1.76360077451088*IT10+-
2.29173213725831*IT11+-0.0908125629061413*IT12+-1.42447222883743*IT13+-
1.57019849061876*IT14+-3.2595218795225*IT15+-0.638500208280353*IT16+-
0.868197742533918*IT17+-4.6378132952841*IT18+-
1.58100646194299*IT19+0.209623131260152*IT20+-0.0179453783912985*IT21+-
1.36097346757693*IT22+-1.40769807105737*IT23+0.541187550742764*IT24+-
0.028803563267049*IT25+-2.61163144769247*IT26+-
1.29787250600707*IT27+0.857101060001196*IT28+1.22023887291023*IT29+1.12916755
172435*IT30+-0.702247434031252*IT31+-
0.228295317422655*IT32+0.404786815894264*IT33+2.9492788964155*IT34+0.43098486
5144052*IT35+-
1.71416034409349*IT36+1.34436702465094*IT37+0.275659787717094*IT38+1.72668387
346948*IT39+-
0.890955775537848*IT40+1.5780772189691*IT41+0.971574137379106*IT42+-
0.100095739317455*IT43+-1.10780236801762*IT44+-0.966330090106947*IT45+-
0.20775842612694*IT46+-0.202771941432858*IT47+2.36905564934776*IT48+-
2.68282849171095*IT49+-2.01198913980012*IT50+0.98697014155004*IT51+-
1.43948581022089*IT52+-0.477732336717322*IT53+-1.14154194456515*IT54+-
0.597317337003642*IT55+-0.281763493231223*IT56+-3.18781146266608*IT57+-
1.8670012429481*IT58+-1.06571570191577*IT59+-7.24084890775653)))) - 
1))+0.0504991431752188*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.685290345047401*IT0+-0.00160272774784169*IT1+1.65291744007947*IT2+-
0.304014769272562*IT3+-
1.50394559614154*IT4+0.834452626866729*IT5+1.70581206133949*IT6+-
1.03594297332734*IT7+0.434333894583218*IT8+-
0.612544631882903*IT9+1.89508791679483*IT10+-0.582057559226731*IT11+-
2.31169309263347*IT12+0.836173363197705*IT13+-
0.460249316569587*IT14+0.45682952491944*IT15+-2.75973086918312*IT16+-
0.0845753519951485*IT17+-
0.164873916736562*IT18+0.242919441324986*IT19+0.881675858919665*IT20+-
1.40464208954545*IT21+0.176688163105676*IT22+-
0.633904183422948*IT23+2.44285348962545*IT24+-
0.706487291752551*IT25+0.40015178146772*IT26+-
1.61526600640673*IT27+1.85960623982649*IT28+1.22672769982216*IT29+-
1.98363369121349*IT30+0.743320984274974*IT31+-
0.336049240644008*IT32+1.54418094206047*IT33+-0.613912372215062*IT34+-
0.219327704036123*IT35+0.646168905463155*IT36+0.0867350579941909*IT37+3.45718
498278482*IT38+0.560590315081713*IT39+-
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0.482399211215704*IT40+2.10622460331941*IT41+1.36044453706808*IT42+-
1.40563346957477*IT43+0.983681426118499*IT44+-
0.0380508145492678*IT45+2.18226436934729*IT46+-1.15684410426022*IT47+-
0.972475293843438*IT48+1.47194493638811*IT49+-0.314688630557026*IT50+-
2.98633158641178*IT51+0.0284408650426372*IT52+0.413204412766819*IT53+0.844691
977707482*IT54+-
0.934903085625416*IT55+0.74622794619725*IT56+2.40452082980587*IT57+-
0.967056043178077*IT58+-0.957200265992433*IT59+2.71603024522658)))) - 
1))+0.100280326099265*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.640069467210763*IT0+0.640297507596162*IT1+-
2.10516127180144*IT2+1.03079166045224*IT3+-
0.049314769867841*IT4+0.92439634946249*IT5+-
1.36585390076263*IT6+0.13501574394033*IT7+0.791370362719903*IT8+0.08297206950
99832*IT9+0.855650802338515*IT10+-
0.333095666494467*IT11+0.170235858739424*IT12+-
0.477476000908297*IT13+2.88707936662315*IT14+0.360655425449479*IT15+0.8654314
83195585*IT16+-
1.35914987655039*IT17+1.37747710841244*IT18+1.53915120850686*IT19+-
1.77372727307705*IT20+-0.723175761021574*IT21+1.50309189575183*IT22+-
0.680505913484359*IT23+-
1.48931290263073*IT24+0.886714252762251*IT25+0.194854842685629*IT26+0.5758122
59961813*IT27+0.394658737914924*IT28+-
0.765599778066574*IT29+1.11828743152175*IT30+1.39489406827684*IT31+-
1.4924465492667*IT32+0.454120278242891*IT33+-
0.584643498217561*IT34+2.3664156441943*IT35+-0.95311993975853*IT36+-
1.77386452135749*IT37+1.39057965166555*IT38+0.0814756925378985*IT39+0.9212507
6368743*IT40+-
2.74781168959977*IT41+0.00311821012819873*IT42+0.943367311859713*IT43+-
0.0481532312679313*IT44+0.472542441119607*IT45+-
0.30798972703044*IT46+0.510201338059677*IT47+3.2616446749552*IT48+-
0.550903939587737*IT49+0.259518463225518*IT50+-
1.28766357978513*IT51+1.84433153705949*IT52+1.02419779838362*IT53+-
1.9963190754047*IT54+0.969422365934627*IT55+-
0.160861526440117*IT56+1.73788276596175*IT57+-1.06018823303709*IT58+-
0.582310389288033*IT59+1.82323341403244)))) - 1))+0.0638611217999539)))) - 
1)); 
O_4=(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (1.33494105713577*(1.716 * 
((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.24286417486256*IT0+1.28831139136053*IT1+-
0.0189810307142854*IT2+0.993110233326338*IT3+2.40712182054195*IT4+0.907880449
029101*IT5+-
1.24063976876938*IT6+0.875707502932169*IT7+0.602502591468868*IT8+-
1.07311748380852*IT9+-3.69527375478401*IT10+0.0822564361384903*IT11+-
2.01811854626101*IT12+1.65664559423905*IT13+-
1.62619972725258*IT14+1.69652486050433*IT15+2.54679979863392*IT16+0.552879746
118211*IT17+-1.01990429867522*IT18+-0.0202693726947303*IT19+-
1.33301378783673*IT20+-0.115260136593489*IT21+0.739292716583943*IT22+-
2.00823162311941*IT23+-0.0959798966851005*IT24+-
1.20158192111507*IT25+2.58040350708706*IT26+0.186374750857947*IT27+2.48822945
420098*IT28+-
0.55719023695129*IT29+1.52909638459945*IT30+1.29566599432835*IT31+-
0.228496826346467*IT32+-
0.099732020807*IT33+1.40596538632928*IT34+0.854755879148474*IT35+1.5139525473
9821*IT36+1.52475815138732*IT37+3.06281391012508*IT38+1.2533080007362*IT39+0.
795468765915751*IT40+1.75485983733419*IT41+2.1690012887555*IT42+-
0.645861997514899*IT43+1.06480020212465*IT44+0.315804695817729*IT45+3.1204461
2406838*IT46+0.193021856673362*IT47+-
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0.637541148925746*IT48+1.32873868527824*IT49+1.52145014085029*IT50+-
1.87614614204697*IT51+0.507885406106369*IT52+0.0345934670282647*IT53+0.622373
158851542*IT54+0.842480668331144*IT55+-0.919674729817323*IT56+-
0.0162275543288677*IT57+-0.793452792663155*IT58+3.09970873524117*IT59+-
1.6302407083923)))) - 1))+0.00823039118966549*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (-1.35894433480794*IT0+1.63666556975309*IT1+-
0.346099892211444*IT2+0.942313199376359*IT3+-
2.5369107706611*IT4+0.549552282014059*IT5+-
0.182599703937859*IT6+1.21155284056789*IT7+-0.99572541148209*IT8+-
0.289957991900039*IT9+0.289578128389036*IT10+0.118398662120792*IT11+2.7516693
4425363*IT12+-0.418031718168591*IT13+0.148226497573806*IT14+-
1.02242561927612*IT15+1.99027546378317*IT16+0.899371672171725*IT17+-
1.84185189379*IT18+0.849383334782694*IT19+-
0.218051250507116*IT20+1.8439330908688*IT21+-1.41366546620444*IT22+-
0.975672650200593*IT23+1.51505732237193*IT24+-0.310175790357195*IT25+-
2.30639648006253*IT26+0.10392313241033*IT27+0.664958867341264*IT28+0.56948840
9935661*IT29+-
1.06209972080163*IT30+0.45846272521836*IT31+1.74922320224737*IT32+-
1.45110698016488*IT33+-1.08943159849648*IT34+2.10242204776417*IT35+-
0.706857468703785*IT36+0.270275506415367*IT37+-
2.40447787207709*IT38+0.890250371992077*IT39+0.793497564393682*IT40+-
2.19356755420468*IT41+-0.389493297607935*IT42+0.555393086554379*IT43+-
0.178459492708034*IT44+0.704075777570063*IT45+-
0.648580814207257*IT46+0.0442425584985512*IT47+-
0.561411087743353*IT48+2.7829655720005*IT49+-
0.490670625414515*IT50+0.375346056711332*IT51+-
1.78525191617613*IT52+1.22658680380611*IT53+1.23287586334502*IT54+-
2.13210783848726*IT55+0.151510888028407*IT56+-
0.691765624717885*IT57+1.42280684676553*IT58+-0.804283996566841*IT59+-
0.641672709099669)))) - 1))+1.32627434639858*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (0.74314079032137*IT0+-0.102156164626333*IT1+-
1.01263273676328*IT2+-1.39544393695177*IT3+-2.11290841622524*IT4+-
1.8744067958835*IT5+-0.026117354010882*IT6+-
1.12680145154274*IT7+0.206723538574052*IT8+0.29730159644142*IT9+0.74974717755
4552*IT10+-1.17165476030781*IT11+-2.3996770120021*IT12+-
1.33387625143899*IT13+-3.15477114309127*IT14+-3.35548125197922*IT15+-
4.59258318775702*IT16+-3.45433904728228*IT17+-2.73754854892964*IT18+-
3.12472124270672*IT19+-1.22644173774606*IT20+-
0.0943388117806664*IT21+0.15996568404467*IT22+2.33553220594579*IT23+-
0.803434213798266*IT24+-0.45893536030781*IT25+-
2.16186941410333*IT26+0.569548409921765*IT27+-
0.0691346672318515*IT28+1.74621044186521*IT29+-
2.52383700472012*IT30+0.687554550277398*IT31+-
0.726485052575287*IT32+1.53939182648993*IT33+-
0.179546367426927*IT34+0.638558696447751*IT35+1.39336354073337*IT36+-
0.609984754716633*IT37+-
0.36211180417728*IT38+0.89250754870784*IT39+0.394963931840105*IT40+1.97486133
690314*IT41+0.670540534469629*IT42+0.359872650740119*IT43+1.26917481087332*IT
44+1.58496193549143*IT45+-0.660613655463228*IT46+-
0.926964735265636*IT47+0.93837924979796*IT48+-2.03425533948996*IT49+-
2.93762692803514*IT50+0.755966706556377*IT51+-0.974362880051897*IT52+-
0.506605953342487*IT53+-2.15490645295352*IT54+-0.470657306311067*IT55+-
2.31284142848082*IT56+-0.496706072671072*IT57+-0.618939450494783*IT58+-
2.54383785552877*IT59+1.6379138389148)))) - 1))+-2.0140689430047)))) - 1)); 
O_5=(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (0.0303383530105752*(1.716 * 
((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-
0.659359623036448*IT0+2.40716624680841*IT1+-
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0.615047537191895*IT2+0.323262533321879*IT3+-
1.83756561554909*IT4+1.32695661848318*IT5+1.05354526049158*IT6+-
2.58520492414008*IT7+-0.526322811799037*IT8+0.712564425008517*IT9+-
0.338277053135226*IT10+-0.63688046899298*IT11+-
0.0499624299922903*IT12+3.33023638615514*IT13+0.11076394088064*IT14+-
1.67892241349768*IT15+1.44447732526967*IT16+1.10052464038333*IT17+-
2.1444891428001*IT18+0.201267005483349*IT19+-
0.794591653151476*IT20+1.67129144853068*IT21+-1.25098358312005*IT22+-
1.58094844735192*IT23+1.05103438613618*IT24+-0.242594783772995*IT25+-
3.98360440528858*IT26+0.158182843249411*IT27+-
0.168246928802151*IT28+0.640024697712643*IT29+0.774838908577737*IT30+-
1.23419618665876*IT31+0.411184064730297*IT32+-
0.161416888431505*IT33+2.4424491250708*IT34+-0.901602851164219*IT35+-
1.38814816365389*IT36+1.86336290819541*IT37+-
0.296167366126334*IT38+0.662776639609287*IT39+-
2.55682613176598*IT40+0.869479045884411*IT41+-
0.162834122344797*IT42+1.1108499189747*IT43+-0.951295972388199*IT44+-
0.295389099919419*IT45+0.320352828868896*IT46+0.133956020258883*IT47+2.101238
83876747*IT48+-0.466371623280974*IT49+-0.0149784703826448*IT50+-
1.00352122218968*IT51+2.07102179366036*IT52+0.801027982417064*IT53+-
1.94826689195883*IT54+0.965303328428021*IT55+-
0.13553382069164*IT56+1.52778052958949*IT57+-1.69873180404416*IT58+-
0.880874738635935*IT59+1.09362044948014)))) - 1))+-1.34841016553337*(1.716 * 
((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-0.846162920921231*IT0+-
1.0443056488318*IT1+0.352685470434438*IT2+0.752688325691365*IT3+0.90990952985
5058*IT4+-1.30321618205482*IT5+-1.14154607865433*IT6+-2.15324827868507*IT7+-
2.21234907524883*IT8+-3.39445869370374*IT9+-2.11453477286213*IT10+-
2.20789402868322*IT11+-2.91000061360121*IT12+-2.69099371614072*IT13+-
4.51734392355973*IT14+-4.88290004856969*IT15+-0.160526879967215*IT16+-
2.94370168779361*IT17+-3.62663849096837*IT18+-2.57448622827726*IT19+-
1.16297637909833*IT20+-2.44246647169142*IT21+-3.28923302049017*IT22+-
0.686347074840221*IT23+-
1.70716140070474*IT24+2.50000573404151*IT25+0.128009153002187*IT26+-
2.44807931946437*IT27+-
0.0999062151983361*IT28+0.224048039337366*IT29+1.37881643030339*IT30+-
0.243605705618724*IT31+1.78206377370453*IT32+1.43507549140385*IT33+1.35231816
048052*IT34+3.36070383966394*IT35+0.865574112562624*IT36+1.71920073832955*IT3
7+0.207295603437655*IT38+3.48829943311779*IT39+0.868274014286635*IT40+3.01211
591075869*IT41+2.96358576548126*IT42+1.26327489323932*IT43+1.0571423474005*IT
44+1.5370762009039*IT45+0.172028132605217*IT46+3.59202702618559*IT47+1.051943
18040192*IT48+-1.36864861851018*IT49+1.64675940277557*IT50+-
0.0621526283501216*IT51+-0.102026544710152*IT52+-
2.03295523033532*IT53+1.4662512106773*IT54+1.16973816437714*IT55+0.2453542442
14427*IT56+-0.729014334997411*IT57+-1.61829331160478*IT58+-
0.277798170961706*IT59+6.95408963940088)))) - 1))+-0.0405810605722264*(1.716 
* ((2 / (1 + exp(-0.666666666666667 * (-0.530752143956825*IT0+-
1.28756784448426*IT1+1.59361958821394*IT2+-
0.507044224149198*IT3+0.219767768393726*IT4+-
2.42329969826512*IT5+0.86385287763896*IT6+0.0907845868814301*IT7+1.5335064472
5991*IT8+-1.30204168828657*IT9+-
0.490353615681593*IT10+1.03471147528994*IT11+-
0.199549704954071*IT12+0.00856085777094736*IT13+-0.0962657071391578*IT14+-
0.693514395343554*IT15+2.09717815158581*IT16+0.552579308515699*IT17+-
1.65500163425498*IT18+1.16900603881713*IT19+1.68031754767792*IT20+-
1.65031695290671*IT21+-0.819034178785172*IT22+1.71945876556534*IT23+-
0.632248537490992*IT24+-2.23039085546865*IT25+0.620028335306877*IT26+-
0.419469474633496*IT27+-1.17629671522301*IT28+-0.164751187143292*IT29+-
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0.731274713485531*IT30+0.545756454844644*IT31+1.25828765642766*IT32+-
1.33857715879591*IT33+0.062025251273486*IT34+-
0.829463183135258*IT35+2.29665588355796*IT36+-
1.02449626739302*IT37+0.0220535074229797*IT38+-
2.22199010585176*IT39+1.04931795756995*IT40+0.776829511148514*IT41+-
2.83242240557218*IT42+-0.634720874408083*IT43+0.929030895970186*IT44+-
0.679170418831188*IT45+-0.280878163115751*IT46+-
0.320745944733908*IT47+0.0270595982973283*IT48+3.25389105211105*IT49+-
0.526725563698593*IT50+0.0686871883473948*IT51+-
1.50140707513559*IT52+1.44568762154109*IT53+0.98073161743862*IT54+-
2.22702879298429*IT55+0.44136772633984*IT56+-
0.798866384627044*IT57+1.48223703289202*IT58+-1.39147742980592*IT59+-
0.368155101898859)))) - 1))+-0.0331871042310109*(1.716 * ((2 / (1 + exp(-
0.666666666666667 * (0.874783482737827*IT0+0.140514192869414*IT1+-
3.31972392324941*IT2+0.104834228791556*IT3+0.127949588691818*IT4+1.1972280135
7144*IT5+0.682997223491204*IT6+-
1.17012315209412*IT7+0.57618851095108*IT8+2.13992123141191*IT9+-
1.05261057883291*IT10+-1.27201953392659*IT11+1.89546919855948*IT12+-
0.160109222719581*IT13+0.842058145250381*IT14+-
2.27114008248661*IT15+1.06464592875254*IT16+0.0151089746456296*IT17+1.0633383
2398081*IT18+-
1.00476444126037*IT19+0.116186080410977*IT20+0.253730958646799*IT21+1.6479387
4521557*IT22+-0.64496177684015*IT23+-
0.721153423554139*IT24+2.39070629262886*IT25+-
0.129581949297612*IT26+1.02325203261129*IT27+-
1.92498793691487*IT28+0.912279942144014*IT29+1.15795027807261*IT30+-
2.0874337792774*IT31+-1.04050240940149*IT32+0.917717802083504*IT33+-
0.919729524089844*IT34+-1.67298350047908*IT35+-
0.459329013953032*IT36+1.46700147647423*IT37+-0.0469930310845106*IT38+-
1.47026901783358*IT39+0.678661974063347*IT40+1.11758725604501*IT41+-
1.86907769702753*IT42+-0.0261905228137932*IT43+-
1.18774958732418*IT44+1.64403622223261*IT45+-1.29268340298191*IT46+-
2.39888877664753*IT47+0.673932541408735*IT48+-
0.370690175258603*IT49+0.400406325137248*IT50+-2.95176582210147*IT51+-
0.418190551033971*IT52+0.140120137369932*IT53+-
0.129218218914408*IT54+0.471539132858957*IT55+-0.984702016838079*IT56+-
0.0410761887146954*IT57+-0.574425741888167*IT58+2.72962803647837*IT59+-
1.75085816438039)))) - 1))+0.20010444811848)))) - 1)); 
%OutputPostProcessing 
OO_0 =1 - (1 -(O_0)) * (1 - (0)) / (1 -(-1)); 
OO_1 =1 - (1 -(O_1)) * (1 - (0)) / (1 -(-1)); 
OO_2 =1 - (1 -(O_2)) * (1 - (0)) / (1 -(-1)); 
OO_3 =1 - (1 -(O_3)) * (1 - (0)) / (1 -(-1)); 
OO_4 =1 - (1 -(O_4)) * (1 - (0)) / (1 -(-1)); 
OO_5 =1 - (1 -(O_5)) * (1 - (0)) / (1 -(-1)); 
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